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letters 
STATE OF THE NATION 
Deal Editor, 
I ceitainly hope that by this stage Austra-
lians have leaint their lesson. It is almost three 
years since we made the ill-judged mistake of 
electing a Labor government. Govemment in-
volves much ponderous decision -makuig on 
such things as the pronunciation of 'kilomet-
re', for example, or whether it ought to be 
the Queensland or Australian flag flyb% over 
the Queensland parliament. These responsib-
le tasks ought not to be left to socialist riff-
raff, whenthere are those amongst us who, 
by virtue of their birth, bieeduig and social 
attainments, are admirably suited to the chal-
lenge. I refer, of course, to those great men 
of substance and sophistication - Mr Fraser, 
Mr Peacock, Mr Wentworth etc. 
Shice the Laborites attained office, they 
have been hell-bent on pursuii^ teckkss pol-
icies geared to the attainment of their own 
narrow, selHsh ends. Thuigs like free tertiary 
education, the right of all to medical care, ' 
record pension inaeases, universal superan-
nuation, spring readily to mhid. But there 
are many more. Why try to nivigorate the arts 
by gianthig assistance to writeis, artists, and 
the fdm hidustry, when the money could be 
spent on more F Ill's to defend our country 
from thieats that may appear? Why inject 
funds mto a National Employment and Train-
ing Scheme, instead of uiflating the profits 
of private enterprise, which, after all, repre-
sents initiative, daiitig and courage? And why, 
oh why, allow - even encourage - women to 
go galkvantlng off to politics conferences and 
the like, while children go hungry and husb-
ands uncaied fot? 
Of course, it has been suggested (though 
usually by those of dubious poUtical persuas-
ion) that Mr Fraser's set may be actii^ unscru-
pulously by breaking long-standhig parliamen-
tary convention. Ihose who take the view 
pomt to Mr Lewis's and Mr Bjelke-Pete'isen's 
actions to replacing Labor Senators with can-
didates of their own political ilk - and, I must 
admit, this was a trifle iiaughty. Yet the two 
premier's motives were noble. They have long 
been aware that Labor's single-minded pursuit 
of equal opportunity is not natural; that ex-
boilermakers, etc. are extraordtaarily presum-
ptuous in seeking positions tiut rightiy, and 
by nature, are the domain of higher beings. 
Then Uiere are those who claim that our 
parliamentary tradition entities government 
to an umnteiTUpted three-year term to effect 
its policies, and that Labor has already had 
to endure one unwananted election mid-term. 
This b all very fine, but what about "reprehen-
sible circumstances"? Now, while the term 
"reprehensible" is a totally subjective one, 
open to all sorts of conjecture, it seems to me, 
and obviously to Mr Fraser, too, that the cir-
cumstance of even having a Labor government 
is 'reprehensible' enough. Steps must be taken 
to ensure that such a usurpation of power 
does not agabi occur. 
The means to manage this were recentiy 
suggested to a Uberal F^ty women's group 
by Sir Re^naU ShoU, patron of People Ajga-
tost Communism and former Supteme Court 
judge. Taking his cue from J.S. Mill, Sir R^ 
advocated "a system conferring additional 
voting power accordhig to intelligence, exper-
ience and re^nsibfllty...." Possession of tiiese 
features would be determhied by thhigs like 
a university d^ree, a period of residence ov-
erseas and marriage. Accoidhtgly, extra votes ' 
would be granted. Such a voting system, oli-
minathig forever the tiresome notion of'one 
person, one vote', would effectively keep po-
wer in the hands of those to whom it i^htly 
belongs. 
Anna McCornuck. 
By the way, part timers can take advan-
tage of the extremely long openhig hours 
of flie gymnasium/squash court complex 
- 8.30 a.m. to 11.00 p.m. during weekdays 
and 9.00 a.m. to 11.00 p.m. on weekends. 
P.S. - Incidentally who is.the unnamed 
"super sleutii"? 
John Brannock, 
President, 
UnwersityofQkl 
Sports A Physicil 
Recreation Association. 
POETRY LIFT_OUT 
Dear Madam, 
On reading the latest edition 1 found 
that, despite sending in quite a fair cross-
section of my poetical efforts, that not 
even one line was found wortiiy of publis-
hing - which, while not upsetfmg me, 
did hurt a UtUe. (Might I add m passing 
that much of what was pubUshed was 
very good). Anyway, as a sort of uistant 
reaction, I sat down and wrote a poem (on 
the front cover of my copy of Semper), 
which I am enclosing, which, perhaps, if 
you have a tiny Uttie bit of space some-
where, you might find disposed to prmt, 
Disappouited 
(but still writing poetiy) 
P.S. Obviously, if you feel that this one 
isn't wortiiy of pruiting, I'U take the htot 
and foiget about it. 
REPLY TO THE GERMAN DEPT. 
Dear Editors, 
While not wishing to denigrate Mr Bond 
(letters Semper no 13: German DepL RepUes) 
I would however, Uke to clear my name. 
Mr Bond is by aU accounts, both from 
students and his coUeagues, "a nice bloke". 
This was certahily the hnpression I left with, 
after sitthig tiiroi^h an hour of the relative 
values of pronouns and M,H.G. literature and 
from taUdng to Wm afterwards. And anyone 
who read his letter could not deny tiiat he 
has a fhie sense of humour. 
However, I take exception to his denial 
of havii% circulated a questionnaire and hav-
ing mentioned tiie same to me. Had I taken 
ray cassette recorder, as is my usual practice 
when interviewtog, I would have positive 
proof of tiie statement As it is, I have only 
my notes to testify to tiie statement Any-
way, why shoidd I hivent such a question-
naire - it tended to lend weight to the argu-
ments for the maintainence of the compul-
sory language requirement, of which most 
of the students hi his lecture seemed to dis-
approve. And as my editors I know tiiat you 
too disapprove ofthe requirement, so why 
should I uivent a statement to support its 
retention. 
Excuse me; but I too must say "My 
conscience is quite dear" 
JuUanne Schultz 
P.S. I would Uke to thank Mr Bond for the 
offer to attend his sUdc show, and respect-
fuUy decline the hivitation. 
LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT 
I saw no name there 
and wanted to run 
wanted to ask why 
- but wait -
rationalise it all 
put it down to experience. 
and someone with a different task 
and maybe - lousy poetryl 
who knows? 
F.M. 
FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT 
ABUSE OF PRIVILEGES 
Dear Editor, 
In reply to.the article "Abuse of Privi-
leges" in Semper Floreat Vol 45, No 14, 
complabihig that "a member of the Sports 
Union hioiarchy" was noted as havii$ boo-
ked some of tiie part-timers prime squa^ 
playhig time (5.00 p:m. - 8.00 p.m.), 1 
wl^ to point out titat Sports Association 
"hierardiy" have just as much right to play 
squash as anyone else. It should be noted 
that this prime time-slot is often booked 
out within the flist Ave ntinutes of open-
ing at 8.30 a.m. on the day beforo one, 
withes to play. This fact diows that sh( 
courts Is totaUy inadequate for our squash 
phiyhig population; (even to the off-season 
durhig summer) but the AustraUan Govern-
ment has seen lit not to grant the Univer-
sities Commission any money for 1976 ' 
Ciipital expenditure which would have to-
duded our plan for four (4) ntw courts. 
The Fme Arts sub-department of the Phil-
osophy department wishes to introduce 3 new 
courses next year. Uiey also wish to raise the 
Photography course to a 10 pohit subject 
This would require no extra funds fitom the 
university, no extra lecturers and books are 
already available. However, the Standuig Com-
mittee has refused to allow these new suhjedts 
tobetipight 
Also an Hcmours course has been reques-
ted. But because the Fine Arts Department -
''is only a subdepartment this is now aUow-
ed. The only apparent reason for this refu-
sal seems to be personal buu;. There is a pet-
ition going around and a meeiing has been 
a m u ^ with Professor Gates for Tuesday 
21 October. 
Could lU students who are affected by 
this or who feel stiongly about it please ^ n 
the petition hi the Fhie Arts Deparlment of-
fice in the Hartiey Tealde Buikiing. 
Dear Sir, • 
We the undersigned students of Fuic Arts 
in this University, demand an explanatbn re-
garding the refusal by the Standing Commit-
tee to allow the elevation of the present S 
point Photography subject to a 10 Credit , 
pohit subject in 1976, and the teaching of 
three further basic courses in Modern Scul-
pture, the History of Australian Art, and 
tiie 18Ui Century Rule of Taste. 
Our personal development and careers 
are behig jeopardized by this apparent dis? 
crhnhiation and bias ^ atost the student 
body. We feelthat the Fine Arts course has 
already been greatiy retarded in its progress 
as a necessary and Literal Univenity De-
partment by fear and reluctance on the part 
of certain unsympatiietic bodies. Iu veiy 
inter-disdpUnaty character lends itself to 
development at least on the scale of those 
flourishing in many other AustraUan Uni-
versities. 
As this extendon-is both vitaUy neces-
sary and shall tovolve no extra University 
fiinds, we see no reasonable exphmation 
for your decision. . ' 
Is Queensland University to become tiie 
laughing stock of academic hutituttons to . 
Australia hi the future, to havhig one of tho 
largest ooUectioris of AusbraUan art, yet its 
Fine Arts course provides nothhig to the 
way of a speciflc subject to this field. 
Dear Editor, 
In reading Mr Potters letter refering to tiie 
language requirement to Arts (Oct 20) sever-
al points come to nund: 
1. The petition is agahist the compulsory 
element and not agatost leaming a second 
language. 
2. One person spenduig a decade m Eur-
ope said *being forced to get aoquatoted 
with many tongues' does not necessarily 
mean that aU people shoukl be forced to 
do Ukewise! After aU, Mr Potters dM 
choose to do this. I traveUed for a dec-
ade throughout Eurasia and managed 
quite weU with EngUsh language plus a 
few key words and phrases learned on Uie 
spot 
3. To Sliest that one year of totroduc-
tory Tore^n' language reveals an hisight 
to another culture is sheer nonsense. I 
have Uved to the English speaktog work] 
aU my Ufe and am stUI unsure as to what 
constitutes tiie 'EngUsh culture'. 
4. My knowledge of tostitutes of higher 
education to die British Isles leads me 
to believe that no such requirement ex-
ists at undergraduate level. 
- 5. As countiess educationalists have Uius- . 
trated, laige classes and apathetic students 
deny both student and tutor meanhigful 
toteractkin. 
Being able to read and speak a smattering 
of another language has nothuig to do with 
understanding and universaUty. It is withto 
tiie self that this abUity Ues. 
Hazel L Donovan. 
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The UNIQUE contribution that Occupational Therapy 
aims to make to health care is that of using a programme 
of NORMAL activity experiences carefuUy selected as 
being appropriate to a patient's physical and psycholog-
ical condition to, as far as possible, restore, reinforce and 
enhaiice his capacity to perform those tasks and roles es-
sential to productive living. In other words, the ultimate 
aim of Occupational Therapy is to re-establish the pat-
ient in family life, social life and employment, or where 
this is not possible, at least to help the patient live with 
his disability. 
Thus the patient may have to re-learn skills or leam 
alternative methods of coping with the everyday demands 
of living such as self care, going to wotic or school, eat-
ing, cooking dinner, or getting along vnth people. It must 
be emphasized that Occupational Therapy is not merely 
any activity in which a disables person may be engaged. 
An activity is only Occupational Therapy if it is specifi-
cally used for the definite purpose of dealing with a par-
ticidar problem. 
Most Occupational Uierapists in Australia pract-
ise in general, orthopaedic and psychiatric hospitals, nur-
sing homes, rehabilitation centres and sheltered work 
shops. However, ati increasing number are undertaking 
specialized work in special schools, day care centres, 
home care programmes, community health centres, mun-
icipal councils and organizations dealmg with socially 
disadvantaged children and adolescents. 
In a recent Semper article Mrs Sarali Viney expressed 
her heart felt opinions about the members of the medi-
cal and paramedical professions with whom she has come 
in contact with over the past 35 years during the course 
of her treatment for T,B. Among those to come under 
the fire of her pen were Occi/pational Therapists. She ob-
jected to Occupational Therapy being a compulsory part 
ofthe hospital routine and saw little value to be gained 
from making baskets out of paddlepop sticks!! 
Her comments brought reactions of anger and dismay 
from many O.T. students who are continually attempt-
ing to break down the image of O.T.'s as basket-weavers. 
This is n6t an easy task as the O.T.'s role cannot be nea-
tly defined. The work of the O.T. and the types of treat-
ment programmes implemented will vary considerably, 
depending on tlie setting in which the O.T. works. 
After our initial responses of anger and indignation 
.to Mrs.Viney's comments had cooled, we began to take 
a closer, more questioning look at our feelings. We were 
reacting defensively to a consumer who dared to doubt 
the validity of our profession as a worthwhile health ser-
vice!!! Any profession worth its salt should be able to 
stand criticism, but how many health professionals (or 
any other professionals for that matter) even pay heed 
to consumer comment and criticismTThe consumer is 
too often ignored as the professional sits back m the se-
curity of the old ivory tower. . 
As students of O.T. we decided we could not ignore 
Mrs-Viney's criticisms. However, rather than respond 
with our own glib justifications of the value of O.T., 
we have asked consumers who have had positive contacts 
Vifith Occupational Therapy to comment on their exper-
iences. 
Phil Vardy is a B.Sc student living at Union CoUege. 
He is also paraplegic - the result ofa motor cycle acci-
dent. He has the foUowing to say about his experiences 
of Occupational Therapy — 
"The most contact I had in hospital with Occupat-
ional Therapy was during the final stages of my hospit-
alization when 1 was preparing to get out of a higlily 
organized environment into a less organized one. An 
O.T. came to my parent's place .... ahd assessed the grad-
ient up to the front door, the possibility of putting in a 
lift, the height of my bed, the clearance underneath my 
bed, the height of window latches, the level up to which 
1 could reach books, and also she recommended modifi-
cations to the bathroom and things like that " 
"She put in a report in which she sketched out the 
minimum necessary modifications. She told us 'Six in-
ches must come off that wall' where 1 would have taken 
the whole wall down. She knew what 1 could do IN TIME 
I knew only what 1 could do at THAX PARTICULAR 
TIME. So she'd say 'You only need that and that done.' 
She could see what I could do now, what 1 would be able 
to do and what'needed to be modified...... 
"She was attached to the Spinal Unit, ward S7 at the 
P.A. hospital - the resident Occupational Therapist. She 
worked with patients before they left hospital.... but 
tiiostly with quadriplegics. She taught them to write, 
dress themselves, develop manual dexterity, to tie bows, 
even to cook - skills they had to learn again. She plinted 
their hands to certain positions so that they could use ot-
her muscles. They (occupational therapists) modified 
typewriters to allow typing, modified cars for driving, re-
commended use of notation cushionsfor quads, who-
didn't have enough power in their triceps to raise them-
selves from their backs." 
"They operate much Uke an engineer. They can see 
how to do things at a minimum of cost and effort. May-
be anyone can buUd a bridge but it takes a skilful engin-
eer to build it well at a minimum of cost. Likewise, any-
one miglit be able lo do a lot of what an O.T. did for 
mc but an O.T. did it so much more efficiently ...." 
"After a while, 1 became more aware of my capabiU-
ties; but for quiie a whUe', the O.T. could see my capabi-
lities where I couldn't see them. She came out here 
(Union College) one day and 1 said 'Look I can't possib-
ly do that transfer (i.e. from bed to wheelchair)'. She 
looked at my height and built and told mc I could and 
showed me how. Of course, to master it stUl took quite 
a bit of practice. 
"She also looked at my shower. I had had some idea 
of knocking out one waU and putting in some sortof 
sliding bench alTair to allow me to get into the shower. 
All she did was get an ordinary, plastic bucket chair, 
have some holes driUed in the bottom of it and put it in 
the shower. The only modification was to put in a mov-
able shower nozzle on a short hose rather than the fixed 
waU type. So 1 can shower easUy now, yet the shower 
has been modified very Uttle, 
" .It seems to me 1. an O.T. must be perceptive 
to the design of things and 2. an O.T. helps you to 
make the most of your potential, particularly with acti-
vities of daUy living." 
Ted and Marie Doyle are the parents of tvro children 
with epUepsy and associated problems who have been 
treated by Occupational Therapists -
"As parents ofa large family, we had problems with 
two ofour children. The elder of these two suffers sUglit 
brain damage so had the usual gross motor, visual perce-
ption and concentration span problems. His concentra-
tion was limited to only ten minutes, which made him 
completely frustrated. Wilh the help of O.T., in sessions 
lasting one and a half hours per week, they were able to 
get his concentration up from ten minules, to forty-five 
minutes, which is no mean feat. He is now in a Special 
Education class and is able to cope with Grade One level 
work. His reading ability has amazed his teacher, who . 
• commented that she was most impressed by his prepara-
tion for her class. Because of the therapy he was at least 
six months in advance, saving her several months work," 
"With the gross motor problem, he was unable to do 
the normal healthy tricks of children his own age, such 
as hopping, skipping, riding a scooter, and here again 
O.T. has given him the opportunity to join in with the 
rest ofthe children. Thetherapy involved took about five 
months of weekly sessions and every minute was worth-
whUe as you could actually see improvement in him after 
a few sessions." 
"In the case of the second chUd, she was very aggres-
sive to the world in general and visual perception seem-
ed to be her main problem. Again with the help of these 
'super inteUigent birds', she too is able to concentrate 
and join in the normal routine of Kindergarten and home 
Ufe." 
"1 feel as a mother, I have been extremely fortunate 
to have had the help from this particular therapy group 
and would like to point out that I was encouraged to seek 
their help by one of Brisbane's leading paediatricians. We 
have encouraged many people with similar problems to 
follow in our footsteps. Occupational Therapy now plays 
such an important role in helping assess children for Spe-
cial Education, via Kindergartens and pre-schools, thus 
helping parents and children. 1 fuUy realise this is only 
one facet covered by O.T.,bul to us a very important 
one." 
hi conclusion, I would like to point out two ofthe 
things wc as students are doing to break down the exist-
ing discrepancies between academic pursuits and com-
munity needs. 
In conjunction with other therapy students and archi-
tecture students, we are surveying all buildings and fad-
Uties on campus for access for disabled people. We arc 
also involved in a comprehensive access survey of shops, 
business houses, entertainment centres, motels etc. in 
Brisbane city and suburbs. The findings of tliis survey wiU 
be publishedin a booklet to be available to all disabled 
people in Brisbane. It will also be of great value to those 
visiring Brisbane for the Paralegic Games next year (to 
be held here on campus m January.) 
Another area in which the value of our student ser-
vices has been recognised is with children involved in 
Play Groups for the Developmentally Young (i.e. child-
ren who are slow learners, are mentally retarded etc.). 
One of these play groups is in the process of being est-
ablished on campus so that students may observe, re-
cord behaviour; contribute to and participate in the trea-
tment of these children through the design and constru-
ction of special play equipment. 
Isla Tooth 
V — 
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Plutonium metal (Pu) exists in five allotropic forms 
with densities ranging from 15.92 (delta) to 19.82 (alpha) 
gm/cc. At room temperature the alpha form is stable. 
Pure plulonium is only mildly radioactive (0.96 Ci/gm) 
but is one of the most toxic substances known. Like ra-
dium it tends lo settle in the bone and is discharged only, 
very slowly. Quantities of the order of one liiicrogram 
can cause leukaemia and death. Il oxidises rapidly in air, 
especially if water vapour is present. It should therefore 
be handled in a glove box under an inert atmosphere such 
as Argon. 
Plutonium health hazards and the problems of glove-
box design have been discussed in detaU at a symposium 
held at AERE, Harwell. The chemislry and physical pro-
perties of plulonium arc very weU known, much beticr 
indeed than many non-radioactive and much commoner 
elements. The Reactor Handbook gives all the details nec-
essary for purification. Alpha Pu is a brittle material and 
not readily fabricable except by machining. On the olher 
hand the delta form has much better ductility andform-
ability, and the addilion of smaU amounts of such dem-
entis as Aluminium (Al), Silicon (Si), and Zinc (Zn), and 
some of the rare earths can result in delta stabilisation at 
room temperatures. Plutonium can also be moulded, cop-
per moulds giving the best results. 
Machining is the usual method for fabricating the me-
tal to precise shapes at room temperatures. Alpha Pu 
machines like grey cast iron. Overheating must be avoided 
for precision work with the unalloyed metal because of 
ils high temperature expansion coefficient, low thermal 
conductivity and low phase transition temperature. Car-
bide or high speed tools, ground lo zero rake angle, are 
used for machining. Feeds and speeds are given in The 
Reactor Handbook. 
CRITICALITY 
The principle of an atomic bomb is extremely simple. 
All that is necessary is to assemble a quantity of fissile 
material greater than the so-caUed 'crUical mass' and a 
divergent neutron chain reaction occurs. In other words 
it explodes. 
The critical mass depends on the element, its isotopic 
constitution and the geometry or shape of the asseinbled 
matter. It is one ofthe myths of popular science, believ-
ed especially by the media but also by many scientists, 
that the critical masses of fissile materials are one ofthe 
most closely guarded secrets of the state. In fact they are 
nothing of the sorl and are freely available to anyone who 
knows where to look.In Vol XIV of the Proceedii^s of 
the Geneva Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic. 
Energy. Ackroyd and McCuUen give what they describe 
as a 'tantalisingly simple'variational method of calculat-
ing critical size and mass. Alongside thicr calculated val-
ues they give the experimental results for a variety of sph-
erical and cylindrical arrangements. In the same volume, 
Hanson describes the infiuencc of shape on critical size 
and shows how cylindrical values can be derived from the 
spherical results by using a simple Bessel equation. Hanson 
also gives experimental critical mass data for certain fast 
neutron assemblies and these are in agreement wilh Ack-
royd and McCullcn. 
For spherical configurations, a geometry which mini-
mises critical mass, the values for Pu 239 are 
Bare sphere 16.2 kg 
Sphere with infinite water 
refieclor 8.0 kg 
Sphere wilh thick uranium 
refiector 5.79 kg 
froiti wliich the unportant effect of a neutron reflector 
surrounding the plutonium can be easily seen. 
One further point to note is that isotopic composition 
can affect critical mass and this composition is dependent 
on the type of reactor and the irradiation time ofthe ele-
ments in wliich the plutonium was made. The Pu 239 coti-
tcnt runs from 957o plus in a fast breeder (none yet opcr-' 
ational) through about 85% in a British Magnox type rea-
ctor down to perhaps 70% in an American light vrater rea-
ctor. The actual critical mass of the sample wUl Ihercfore 
have to be determined by experiment. 
Techniques for doing this are weU known and docume-
nted. 
One further complication can be caused by a high pro-
portion of Pu 240, due to the Ivigh spontatieous fission 
rate of this isotope. This means that there is likely to be 
relatively high neutron fiiix in the sample and it has been 
suggested that this would make plutonium obtained from 
a commercial reactor useless for making a bomb because.. 
these neutrons would initiate the chain reaction bcfoi^ • • 
WHY WE ARE PUBLISHING THE ARTICLE 
For those who might be concemed that this informa-
tion is beuig diseminated we offer the following as our 
reasons for so doing. 
(1) These are not complete instructkins for making a 
bomb although the full detaUs can be obtained from 
the references listed. 
(2) Any individual or group who are determined en-
ough to divert sufficient quantities of plutonium 
from fhe nuclear fuel cycle would find it relatively 
simple to obtain this information. 
(3) This fact has been demonstrated recently when a 
undergraduate student in the U.S. designed and con-
structed a bomb (minus the plutonium) within six 
weeks. Expert assessment of the device confirmed 
that it would explode with a low yield. 
(4) A U.S. A.E.C. taskforce recently reported that 
determined individuals could obtain sufficient plut-
onium and buUd a bomb before the theft, could 
even be discovered. 
(5) Plutonium would sell on the black market for ab-
out the same price as heroin ($10,000^ approx.) 
(6) The only way to remove the threat of such terror-
ism is to stop the proliferation of nuclear reactors and 
the nuclear industry. 
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There is at least one unclasstfied guide for the DIY 
bomb merchant, the Los Alamos primer, notes from a 
series of lectures given by R. Serbcr in April 1943 as an 
indoctrination course in connectidn wilh the starting up 
of the Los Alamos project which led to the first atom 
bomb. Although prehistoric as far as the mUitary is con-
cemed, and written at a time when many of the basic par-
ameters had not been determined, it is a simple and slUl 
relevant introduction. There appear to be at least three 
Ways that it is possible, in principle, to construct a devi-
ce. 
The firsl is what might be called the classical method, 
the bringing together of two or mote sub-critical masses 
to form a supercritical piece. The second is to assemble 
a mass which, when barp, is less than critical but becomes 
critical if refiectors arc put around it. Thirdly there is the 
possibUity of constmcting a device which contauis a sub-
stance which absorbs neutrons and which goes supercriti-
cal if the absorber is removed. This last idea has actuaUy 
been patented by a*frenchman, M Alexandre Edgar Poz-
wolski, under the title Procede pour fabrkjuer des bombes 
atomiques. 
Quile how Pozwolski ever envisaged Ucensuig his pat-
ent, or how he could prove if it had ever been infringed, I 
have no idea. 
For an efficient explosion there appears to be two prin-
cipal problems: firstly, to assemble the pieces in such a 
, w y^ that there is no premature, low powered explosion 
which blows the pieces apart before they have mated pro-
perly; and secondly, to contain the assembly for a time 
long enough to ensure that the whole mass participates 
in the chain reaction and that localised hot spots do not 
arise and again blow the mass apart prematurely. 
Ideally the mass should be assembled mstantaneously 
and the chain reaction then allowed to proceed. Since this 
cannot happen wc wUl havi; to make a compromise and 
say that the pieces wUl have to be assembled before the 
reaction has developed enough power to blow them apart 
^ I n . Taking a value of lib of high explosive as being 
equivalent to 7.4 x 10l6 fissions, this would mean that 
the masses were properly assembled. Certainly, wiiapons- thpy should be together before about 10^ ° fissions have 
grade plutoniuifi containsa very high proportion ofPu •'",._; occurred, lie., before more thanafewbuncejofhighex-
239 so there could be sometiiing In this obJetftJpn^ H^Wf;-ir^ p^ ^^ ^ bquivalenI have been liberated, 
ever other authorUies have suggested thai;^lhe•pr^^,Pt^ .; "^^^^^  initiate the chain reaction as 
a high neutron fiux in a sub-critical i^"pl?";j*9VJ?.,8^^ are brought together canbe provided 
make the whole thing less predictable, requi^xotiMder-.^lby ^^ ^ of one with radium and the other 
ably more skill iri its asse 
bombs 
The behaviour of the neutron flux under these condi-
tions is somewhat complex and again there is no pubUsh-
ed data relating to the specific case of a bomb. However 
there are a number of papers which deal, with a closely 
related topic, super prompt critical 'excursions' or acci-
dents in fast reactors. A bomb can be looked upon as a 
limiting case ofa fast reactor. The reactor itself, as weU 
as containing fissile material also contains coolant and 
the various channels to carry it and this more open struc-
ture helps to reduce the force of any explosion which ar-
ises. The seminal paper, if that is the right word, on this 
subject appears to be Belhe and Tail's 'An estimate of 
the order of magnitude of an explosion when the core 
of a fast reactor collapses.' Tliis method according to 
Okrent and Hummel is an analytical (or semi-analytical) 
method of calculating the energy produced during a sev-
ere accident that is temiinated by the disassembly of Ihe 
reactor core under the pressure generated in the fission-
ing materials' wliich is a roundabout way of talking about 
a bomb. In simple terms, according to this analysis, the 
total energy liberated is determined by the amount the 
mass exceeds critical, which might liave been expected 
and also by the speed at which the masses are brought 
together. 
Jankus gives detaUs ofa numberical programme for a 
spherically symmetric super-prompt critical system which 
computes the variation in time and space of the specific 
energy, temperature, density and velocity. This takes into 
account several factors ignored in the Betlje-Tail method. 
When the excess energy curves are computed they turn 
out to have roughly the same shape as those given by 
Bethe-TaU althou^ the detailed dependence on the vari-
ous parameters is somewhat different. 
The point of mentioning these papers is simply to say 
that they exist and that in principle they can be extrapol-
ated to the much higher regions of neutron flux density 
in which we are interested. 1 have not attempted to do so 
here because apart from anything else it needs a lot of 
work and access to a computer. However nothing much 
beyond application and a grasp ofthe mathematics is re-
quired to write a programme which is capable of giving 
•quite a reasonable picture of the neutron fiux develop-
ment of an atomic bomb. 
The exact size and shpae of the device would haVe to 
be determined from the results of an analysis along the 
lines ,of Bethe-Tait or Jankus. It may be that the inherent 
neutron fiux ofthe plutonium demands extreme sophis-
tication of construction, something along the Imes of 
the 'explosive lens' first used in the Hirosliima bomb, 
in which several segments of plutonium were imploded • 
into a supercritical mass. Alternatively it is possible that 
a working de^ce could be made by using techniques sim-
ilar to the few simpje methods suggested below. 
The idea of imploding reflectors onto a bare mass is 
rejected because ofthe possibUity of criticality before the 
reflectors have made contact. 
CyHndrical geometry should be used because precis-
ion fabrication of cylinders is much easier than for sph-
eres. 
Critical assembly should be effected by firingthe core 
into a hollow cylinder. This arrangement is chosen beca-
use (a) it minimises the surface area which each section 
presents to the other before contact and therefore prod-
uces a sharply peaked criticality. (b) When criticality 
is reached, with the core largely inserted, there is a mini-
mum of opposition to. the initial motion of the core. ' 
The plutonium is surrounded with uranium wliich 
acts both as a neutron refiector, lowering the critical mass, 
and also as a tamper, helping" to constrain the explosion 
in the mitial stages. 
The uranium is wrapped in cadmium, foUowed by a 
layer of solid hydrocarbon 15 cm or so thick followed 
by another cadmium skin and then an outer casing of 
steel. The hydrocarbon layer is to thermalise escaping neu-
trons and the double cadmium layer then absorbs tliem, 
preventing themfrom escaping altogether pr being reflec-
ted back into the plutonium and causing an^unwanted liigli 
neutron fiux. 
The time of assembly is a very important parameter 
in the neutron flux calculations and a detailed knowledge 
of explosives is necessary to determine this time. This is 
fairly freely avaUablej Cook's The Science of H ^ Explo-
sives for instance gives a great deal of information not 
jiist o'n explosives themselves but also on the behaviour 
of materials under explosive stress, again something which 
needs detaUed study if a device is to be successfully con-
structed. From a knowledge of the masses and dimensions 
involved and the pressures produced by high explosive 
it would'appear that the masses cannot be brought toge-
ther in much less than half a millesecond. 
The longer the barrel down which the core is fired the 
greater its speed. In order to prevent any gas.pressure prob-
lems the barrel in front of the, core should be evacuated. 
If you want to join the f^ht against uranium exports 
contact Friends of the Earth, P.C.Box 82 Paddington, 
4064, or Campaign Agamst Nuclear Power, P.O. Box 59, 
Toowong, 4066. 
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EAST TIMOR 
East Timor today is under maubera power. The mau-
bera - the poor, tlie Uliterate ^Uagers who for centuries 
were held in contempt by the Portuguese colonisers and 
the assimUados, the Black Portuguese, no longer bow their 
heads. 
Today, the maubera - the 95% of the population -
speak of each other as "camarada", give the clenched 
fist salute, sing their song Foho Ramaleu, and run the 
country. Their brothers in the anny are with them. All 
ranks have been abolished and the soldiers work to re-
buUd the villages and workers' suburbs destroyed in the 
reactionary UDT coup attempt on August 11. 
In the mountains, the viUagers gather the harvest 
and prepare the ground for the wet season. Along the 
roads, every five miles or so, they staff roadblocks at 
which every traveUer must show authorisation by freti-
Un. 
When a car approaches a lone villager appears at the 
roadblock and requests identification, even if the trav-
eUer is the fretUin President himself. When he receives it, 
two or three more vUlagers appear from behind bushes 
and rocks, to examine it. Often iUiterate, they wiU look 
above all for the FretUin stamp. When they give tlie go-
ahead, twenty more viUagersappear from ambush posit-
ions, with a coUection of weapons, ranging from bows 
and arrows,to spears and modem automatic weapons. 
They are the viUage mUitia, formed spontaneously af-
ter August 11, proud and confident in their new power. 
These mUitia achieved miracles against the better armed 
UDT forces in the early days of the coup. Bows and ar-
rows may sound primitive weapons. But when fired with 
deadly aim from concealed ambush positions they are 
deadly, pardcularly when fired with almost machine gun 
speed. One villager alone in the hills near AUeu, killed 
seven UDT soldiers in a few seconds, althougli they were 
armed with modern weapons. 
But the village mUitia are now being armed and trai-
ned with modern weapons. Bom guerrilla fighters, they 
wiU give aay invader a huge task in attempting to con-
quer them. 
Alongside the maubera are the Fretilin leaders, hivar-
iably young (the President, Xavier do Amaral, is the "old 
man" of the party at 38!) they ate that part of the educ-
ated eUte who have identified totally with the maubera, ...^  
giving up their weU paid jobs and the prospects of great 
wealth in a neo-colonial state, and now receiving the same 
food rations as the villagers, without rank or privilege, ex-
cept from the tremendous respeci they receive from tlieh 
people. 
Alarico Fernandes is Fretilin Central Conunittee Sec-
retary-general. Untfl last November, he was meteorolog-
ical officer at Baucau International Airport, and led Fret-
Uin in Baucau, the country's second main town. When I 
met him tliere in October 1974, he was beloved by all 
the maubera there ..Softly spoken, his English good, he 
spoke of his admiration for African leaders such as Gui-
nea-Bissau's AmUcar Cabral. 
Alarico played an extremely important role in defea-
ting the UDT coup. Escaping, with other Fretilin leaders, 
from DUi only fifteen minutes before UDT staged its coup, 
he headed to AUeu, 40 kms to the south. AUeu was alw- . 
ays a FretUin strongliold, and was a major army base. The 
soldiers and Timorese soldiers were strong FretUin sup-
porters. Roggerio Lobato was second in command. His 
brother, Nicolau was Fretilin vice-president. 
But the Portuguese officer in command ordered his 
troops to remain neutral. Even if UDT came up from DiU 
to kUl Fretilin leaders, he would remain neutral he told 
Alarico. It was Alarico who took the initiative. Meeiing 
the Portuguese commander in the street, he beckoned liim 
over, only to produce a revolver, wliich he pointed at the 
Portugtiese officers' head. Either the officer handed over 
. command to the pro-FretiUn or he would be shot. The 
officer refused once; the safety catch was released. He re-
fused a second time; Alarico fired in the air. A third re-
fusal would mean death he was told. The officer handed 
over command. 
hi Dili, the Timorese troops were totally pro-FretUin. 
They were seething with anger as they watch UDT mas-
sacre FreUUn supporters, bum down a whole suburb of 
500 workers' homes in DUi, and prepare to leave for AU-
eu to kiU FretUin leaders..Yet the Portuguese Governor, 
Lemos Pires, ordered them to remain independent and 
neutral - a neutrality Uiat pnly benefitted UDT. 
Roggerio Lobato was in DUi at Uie time. FretUin gain-
ed control in AUeu on August 17. On August 18 the Mau-
bisse army garrison revolted and joined FrelUin. On Aug-
ust 19 FretUin Central Commhtee ordered a caU for a 
general revolt. 
On August 20, at 12.30 a.m., Timorese soldiers mar-
ched into the Governor's office in Dili. WhUe other sold-
iers stood gun at the ready, one of them threw his gun 
into Pires' arms. Il was a mutiny. Pires decided discretion 
was the better part of valour and handed command over 
lo Roggerio Lobato. He withdrew with the 200 Portug-
uese troops to the port area, where he called on neighb-
ouring nations to intervene. Falsely reporting calm in DiU 
whUc UDT massacred Fretilin supporters, he now exag-
gerated the figliting and deaths as FretUin quickly drove 
UDT out ofthe city. 
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Alongside the Fretilin soldiers were the workers and 
students who had fled lo the hills when UDT seized con-
trol and burnt their homes and massacred those caught. 
A key, five day battle was fought on tlie road to Bau-
cau, where UDT forces defended a key mountam pass. 
When UDT forces fled, then- forces throughout the east-
ern half of the island surrendered. In the west, the UDT 
forces also faUed to pul up any substantial resistance. 
Centre after centre was vacated as they fled to Uidoncs-
\ . 
The FretUin forces threw up brUUant young miUtary 
commanders who swept all before them. But it was ab-
ove all the initiative and dedication ofthe ordinary vU-
lagers that won a victory. 
Alarico Fernandes led a team of 17 Fretilin soldiers 
to a major UDT camp in the hills. Armed with two mach-
ine guns each they surrounded the UDT camp in the 
eariy morning. 
In co-ordination each fired bolh guns into the camp. 
Convinced they were surrounded by a superior force, 
the UDT Forces lefi their guns and fled. FrelUin was ov-
er 200 guns richer. 
Little wonder that the UDT is reported through the 
Indonesian propaganda network as claiming "North Viet-
namese" arc training Fretilin'because they fight so weU 
and know how to handle modern weapons! 
There is not and has never been a single Vietnamese 
in East Timor, of course. But the comparison belween 
FretUin and the Vietnamese is an unconscious but flat-' 
tering comparison by the Indonesians and UDT. 
Analogies continue in a smaller way in other incidents. 
When Australian pilot Roger Ruddock flew over AUeu, 
kiUing 20 FretUin troops, ten children and Uiree old wo-
men, Alarico ordered the troops to open fhe, even tiio-
ugh they had only automatic rifles. As Ruddock flew ov-
er the lUUs, they saw smoke pouring out of the aircraft. 
The next day Ruddock flew out of Baucau for Australia. 
It is unfair to only refer to Alarico's exploits: they 
were repeated many thnes over, and when the full hist-
ory ofthe revolutionary war is written,ii wUl record ihe 
heroism, initiative and determination of a whole people. 
Today, the people of East Timor hoe the soU, with a 
gun over their shoulder. In tlie evening, anti-iUileracy clas-
ses are well attended. FrelUin cadres speak of the future, 
of die hard but promising life ahead. Target number one 
is to feed the people, to abolish Uliteracy, to end the ra-
vages of TB, malaria and the many other diseases and to 
develop Timorese culture. AU these can only be achieved 
by stopping the development of a privUeged elite, ofa 
corrupt, money-hungry elite interested only in sitting in 
DiU and making fortunes. 
The coffee plantations are today the property ofthe 
people. Their owners, many of them UDT leaders have 
fled. Most hotels are now run by their workers, their own-
ers also having left. There arc no ranks in the army; food 
rations are equally distributed. Fretilin Polilical Commit-
tee secretary-general Joscjlamos-Horta stUl travels aro-
und Dili on his brother's motor scooteror in the back of 
a jeep. The only hazard is tlic danger from a swerving 
jeep as a FretUin supporter gives the clenched fist salute 
and shouts "camarada". 
But in the joy of liberation Ihere is also sorrow as rela-
tives grieve relations, friends and comrades killed by UDT. 
Wlien Jose Ramos-Horla spoke to supporters in Mel-
bourne last week he spoke with particular sorrow ofthe 
death of sixteen year old student*, leader of Unctim (Ti-
mor National Students Union) who was shot in cold 
blood after being wounded in a UDT ambush. "He was 
a brUUant young man. He had the polilical abUily of a 
man twice his age." He also spoke of the Unetim leaders 
including Domingues Lobato, kUled by UDT in the same 
region, where their mutUaled bodies were found. 
But the East Timorese must often mourn. Portuguese 
colonialism has left them the highest TB rate in the world, 
a 50 percent infant mortality rale, 90 percent illiteracy 
and \drtually every major disease conceivable. 
What the East Timorese and FretUin need now is peace, 
to buUd a new future. If left in peace, the counlry wiU be 
unrecognisable in five years. But if they are invaded, they 
wUl fight as the Vietnamese foughl, no matter the sacri-
fice. And they have a four years' supply of modern wea-
ponry, now being dispersed througliout the villages of 
Timor. 
That above ali explains why the Indonesians do not 
now look as though they will invade. International pres-
sure, particulariy from AustraUan workers and students 
helped. But it was the East Timorese who won the vict-
ory. 
The Indonesians have already sent troops over the bor-
der, to launch attacks on Fretilin. But tiiey were quickly 
routed, seven killed and one captured. It was not only be-
cause FretUin was weU armed and on the alert. It was ab-
ove all because the Indonesian soldiers did not know why 
they were figliting; they were without a cause. FretUin 
knows why il is fighting; it has a cause. 
Difficult times still lie ahead. Wlien Indonesia is for-
ced to face up the reality of FrctUin's de faclo indepen-
dence it may stiU invade. FretUin wants Portugal to re-
turn, but with a majority in the Provisional Government 
filled by FretUin leaders. Portugal would be asked to pro-
vide a ^eleton administration and finish road-building 
and other projects. Us position would be the same as Aus-
tralia's in Papua-New Guinea in the year before Indepen-
dence. 
Fretilin is gaining increasing support internationally. 
Mozambique in particular is proving its surest and best 
ally. 
East Timor continues to need your support, not as an 
act of charity, but in solidarity, as something we owe 
tiiem. The first object musl be lo oblige the Wlutlam gov-
ernment lo recognise FrelUin as the de facto government 
and provide considerable aid. Second, we must contri-
bute skills and finance to help FretUin. Third, we musl 
continue to mobilise opposition to Indonesian invasion. 
If you want lo see the East Timorese Revolution al 
first hand, and work alongside the East Timorese peo-
ple, consider joining the workers and students who wUl 
go there, conditions pcrmUting, over Christmas. It wUl 
be the experience of a life time. Coniacl and join the 
Campaign for Independent East Timor, 232 Castlercagh 
Street, Sydney. D 
FILM ON BUDDHISM 
AnUa Ann McNeil, a nun of the Tib-
etan Mahayana Buddhist order wUl visit 
Uni on Tuesday October 28, at 1 p.m. 
- Physiology Lecture Theatre No 2. 
She wUl speak on Mahayana medita-
tion and show a short fUm "Eye of Un-
derstanding" made by the A.B.C. during 
the May 1975 Meditation Course given 
by LamaThubten Yeshe and Lama 
Thubten Zopa, at the Chenrezig Institute 
for Wisdom Culture, at Eudlo near Nam-
bour. The fUm was shown on A.B.C. 
T.V.'s "We(5kend Magazine." 
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information involving involvement 
Union CouncU for 1976 has been elected and now has 
the task of fiUing about 50 non-voting position at die Spe-
cial Election meeting on 29 October. TTiese positions mcl-
ude Music Room Duector, Drafting Secretary, Transport 
Officer, Committee members for Social Action Committee 
to name a few. In addition two College Reps and one Agri-
culture Rep wUI be appointed. J'uU details ofthe avaUable 
positions and the nominalion procedure was set out in 
the last Semper. FurUier information can be obtained 
at Union Office. I point out that many ofthe positions 
can be fiUed by a coUective. 
Needed are students who are prepared to work con-
sistently and fulfill tiie responsibUity within the positi-
ons they hold. 
In the past undue inbreeding and duplication has oc-
curred effectively reducing numbers involved. Of those 
involved many are motiyated by opportunism, cUque pres-
sure or fly by night ideaUsm and are characterised by low 
involvement and output. 
The result is a limited number of people operating in 
isolation frdm an ignorant student body. 
If the Union in 1976 is to achieve anytiiing concrete . 
ratiier than amble on m continuation then it must firstiy 
plan and secondly employ the re^urces of those stud-
ents on campus who are prepared to work in specific ar-
eas. Cynics'and budding politicians are welcome to joui 
the C.I.A. but I am happy to discuss with any students 
the present vacancies and their potential projects such 
as improved forum organisation, renovation and buUd-
ing of new areas for theatre and activities workshops and 
revitaUsation ofthe Education Committee. The Union 
Transport Committee must be fiUed by students prepared 
to take positive steps to rectify an appaUing condition 
and a larger number of active people must be involved on 
all the Union's committees especially PubUc Rights and 
Social Action. 
It is your decisiop to become mvolved. Fmd the Un-
ion bureaucrats and de-mystify the Union by asking your 
own questions. 
In theory the Union exists to serve the needs and int-
erests of students on this campus - inevitably tfie cam-
pus produces the Union it deserves. 
I welcome enquiries about the positions coming up 
on 29 October and about planning for 1976 generaUy. 
Richard Spencer, 
President Elect. 
EDUCATION 
The University ofQueensland Union of Students has 
taken a step forward by employing the fuU tune services 
of an Education Resource Officer (E.R.O.) 
1 have been given the job and I see that there are two 
tasks. One is the promotion ofthe educationaj welfare 
of students on the campus and the other is the establish-
ment and maintainance of an mformation resource cen-
tre. The uiifortunate and frustrating aspect of my job is 
that it requires the interest and co-operation of each and 
every student. Get to know me; I may be able to help 
you! 
Information: As a service to students the resource cen-
tre wiU contain information on the Tertiary Education 
Assistance Scheme, enrolment, exclusions, work load stu-
dies, education research, faculty board meethigs and so 
on. As the E.R.O. I am in charge of this centre and 1 wel-
come any contributions or suggestions for it. It is for 
your use. Anything you want to know - come and see 
me. If I con't know, I wUI find out for you. In this way, 
you can help me to help others with sunilar questions. 
RESOURCE 
OFFICER 
Troubleshootii^: Also eonie to me if you have diffi-
culties with your course. If enough students voice the 
same problems to me, it is possible that unjust circum-
stances exist which might be corrected. A good exam-
ple of tills is the problems caused by the compulsory 
language requirement ui the Faculty of Arts. The Union 
has become aware of the difficulties that many students 
face under this requirement and has been putting for-
ward the arguments for Us abolition at meetings of the 
Arts Faculty Board, Professorial Board and Senate. 
I work in the Union BuUdmg. At the tune of writing 
my office is being buUt on the upstaus floor and wUI be 
easy to find. My own experience at this university has 
been as an electrical engineering student and I finished 
my degree in 1974, 
John McKeon - Education Resource Officer 
CAMPAIGN FOR COMMUNITY CONTROL OF COMMUNICATIONS P.O. BOX 99 ST.LUCIA QLD AUST 4W7. 
FREEMEDL^ 
RecenUy a new citizen action group called Free Media 
(Campaign for Community Control of Commimicatwns) 
was formed hi Brisbane. Its major objective is to work for 
refonn of the mass media m Australia. 
The members of Free Media believe that U" the media 
are ever to be genuinely free and socially responsible they 
must be accessible to and ullmiately controUed by, aU 
citizens in the community. 
At present a substantial majority of the commercial 
media in Australia are owned or controUed by only four 
major companies. The record shows that the.primary 
concem of these companies has not bee the public inter-
est but rather - the maximization of profits. 
Whenever poUcy decisions are formulated by them, 
consideration of such responsi'bUities as keeping the pub-
lic weU informed and promoting genuine freedom of 
speech for aU, takes a soh'y second place to the "ratings 
game", circulation figures, and gaining more advertising 
contracts; 
To eliminate once and for all this serious conflict of 
interests, Free Mediawill be seeking to have our commun-
ication systems "de-commerciaUzed". Only after such a 
process has occurred can consideration of the pubUc good 
Ul broadcasting and publishing take precedetice over the 
current narrow minded concem with profit making and 
"consumerism". 
The role of the mass media fa crucial in determining 
how well all ofus understand (or alternatively misunder-
stand) the exact nature of the poUtical and social proces-
ses we are part of. 
Without a full and adequate knovdedge ofall signifi-
cant social viewpoints we cannot hope to formulate well 
reasoned opinions on any matters of great concern tb us. 
Free Media recognizes the hnportance of a genuine 
fiow of information within society and m campaignhig 
to actUeve tiUs, proposes to engage in the foUowing acti-
vities: 
1. Thorough research into the relationship between 
the mass media and society - their treatment of dif-
ferent social groups, their current mode of control 
and operation; current and future changes in media 
technology and the impUcations of these; the feasib-
Uity of alternative non authoritarian, non eUtist me-
thods of media control - and other related political 
- social - ethical questions. 
(Our approach to research wUl be simUar to that 
employed by Ralph Nader's PubUc Interest Research 
GrQups) 
2. Making submissions to governments and other 
appropriate bodies of reform proposals based on sudi 
research. 
3. Mounting a well organized public education camp-
aign in an attempt to promote discussion ofthe social 
significance of the media and the need for charge ui 
its control, 
4. The estabUshment ofa resource centre to aid in 
uicreasii^ publk awareness of aU these issues. 
5. To receive, mvestigate, and document aU cases of 
mistreatment of citizens by the existing media and for-
ward the grievances to the relevant bodies. 
6. To seek changes in the law to aUow for cUizen pro-
secutions of Ucence breaches by television and radio 
proprietors; and to engage hi such prosecutions when-
ever necessary. ^ 
7. To conduct pubUc conferences, seminars and for-
ums at which discussion of the media can occur. (If 
finance is avaUable the intentnn would be to pvbMt 
the most important statement made at these). 
6. If desired, to act as a co-orduiation pohit for indivi-
duals, groups or organizations with hiterests in some 
aspect of communications and media, (e.g. we could 
direct interested members of the public to tiiose 
groups con'ducthig workshops on how to use video, 
film, radio etc - only by havhig citizens understand 
how to use the media and successfuUy programme 
ideas for themselves can the cunent "professional mys-
tique" which keeps the media machinery separated 
from us, be broken down and exposed as sociaUy un-
desirable.) 
If support for such an idea is forthcoming Free Media 
would also be wUUng to take some mitiativcs to oiganize 
and plan for the establishment of more community radio 
stations which could serve the needs of those presently 
witiiout a public voice. 
If you sympathize with any of the general objectives 
of Free Media and would lUce to become a member, then 
you are invited to write to the address Usted above. In 
particular, reform minded joumaUsts artd media profes-
sionals, as well as lawyers, econondsts and sdciaUy consc-
ious technology "freaks" are most welcome, to partici-
pate in planning future actions. 
More detaUs on Free Media's proposed activities wUl 
be pubUshed soon, but immediate enquiries can be dir-
ected to the Co-ordlnator of the group, Bruce Dickson 
(c/-above address or through 711 611). 
FinaUy campaign fiinds are vital to Free Media's siic-
cess ~ donations can be sent to the above post box num-
ber and if deshed official receipt for these wUl be return-
ed by maU. 
PRESIDENT LEADS BICYCLE TOUR 
This Christmas vacation 
the outgoing President of 
the Union win be. leading 
agroupof people on a 
tour of Tasmania by bi-
cycle and is looking for 
participants. 
Tha starting and fin-
ishing dates wUI be 
arranged by negotiation 
between the tourists but 
roughly It should start 
In early December and • . 
last about a month. 
People interested should 
contact Brian Towler in 
the Union BuUding. 
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Stucient newspaper new writing poetry and prose supplement 
(An I'xtfiui /nil,, /. 
m P^.5':"•^">'"ffi"^•cn..-
/ 
M'j.;-Car,wri<;h,|,i,,i , 
"*y. I Ills Was in I9/i« i, 
""U.fdur,nj.i|,ewcck Car. 
«'"«•• overturned, shnr,;, 
Jna taxis |,urnt. Over a Jiuii. 
What is this?" I ..,', ,„ , 
i;"nin,the„nva.sVp.;",.^ 
appearing. ' ^ "'* 
"M«daf,^jurethc„."shc 
«•«-«> ma tone of apparcm 
"ting you sec hero." ^ " 
i^" all know how the 
'r<.p,c.s accelerate the api.inc 
"".ecss.ttwa.vhroughtCe 
«^ama.vsof„vcr)appi„ 
••'ftHwcpansionsandeon. 
'"'• '"<•'" ">«•• photoeranh ; 
twa-shcronacam-eouch 
"nmarried. before the war 
•Wi«,wenty-t|,rce,.s-weet 
B^^'^t-mnkamerryclL." 
Shcaythereinahlouse Mf.u„d„„ „j^.j^.^ 
Shehadawide-apartfaeelike 
a generou.^  country. 
mv&'f'"""''"•''''''''''"«'" 
2 >"^k.c must have heen 
""••l.un).dity.(-eelinfiher 
W'tehmg,nodded „n.-cagain 
'" "it-photograph. 
I'li's relca.sed moa- words 
. 'ar t i e s . weekends, every 
" # t j h e life h.s left ,„dia*;. 
What hapi.cned durinc 
he war?", a,ked. bringing 
J«^^ubjeetmoreorIe.,|.ackt„ 
'^,'p"'''''«"J^-All, coukl see 
"'Prank Cartwright^ vas his-
''W:ngl{shmon'sback. 
We were marricl before 
"•"•'•atarounir waiting for 
'""of American boys" 
•i;"'='««'*''<•• l.lcw.sm..ke 
'"my face. Suddenly she 
'^ •San laughing at something, 
'•^ ••wrmkles .shaking. 
,'t';'?^"K"'<-'photograph 
I'ack. Before I could aaswcr, 
"he went on. "Now ,'(, show 
y"" something else. This is 
''^ •"ddi-st thing that ever 
happened to me." Laughing 
Ml", she dug around in the 
1'anJt.aB. Suddenly she stopped. 
»"t you don't go telling any. 
one, buven't shown this to 
graph. """tncr photo-
;'T';«isme.Don'tbJush" 
' tout a.slow whistle 
pj 'r ' '=' ."""'" pre-war 
P<«i. this time nude She-1, 
""^ •"^ '"•"ns. Mer hair wts^^ 
_^ ^^ _^ .Shc had a laigc.smiling 
Mrs. Cartwright gave a 
,^;-..h«ht,yembtrr:s:.d 
"Ver-cec nice," , sai.l 
ing!" '^'"" '^••< a paint-
said"."''"""""'^ " >'-.•• she 
"When we married.,.-rank 
""i»«i'°>.iu.,,,,;"^,„ 
S':rr'*-'';'""••• 
had men running after m e ! 
coulJsc-c he wouldn't t«u;h 
mc -""-Bengali-,„j„™ 
afternoon, it wi< /,„ r . 
terrible hot D^^d^s" ' i - * ofrmyeicuhes,';alr,;,:.'r 
"»'J.Herything,he„wa^-sJ 
bliwdy quiet there " 
The Bombay crows were ?;tymg.,felt,r,d;a.,hJ^;;. 
'"R my throat. ' 
.,,,'2fK.''"""'«>'«as shocked 
Jf lost his tongue. iJut he 
l^ «^an pamting. The next day 
h^'ought the cushions you 
«;«hca. And I enjoyed^! 
'-yrngbackontheiushion " 
"Howlongdidhetake?" 
'asked, studying u,epainti„,, 
F.ve weeks. It,vas finished 
he morning war was declared 
'fcmember thinking,hat ihc' 
natroris wea-fighting over the 
quahties of my body." 
Again .she laughed. She 
"tubbed out her cigarette 
• "Anyway. Prank ran off 
to fight. J spent five yeare 
vegetating in Ceylon. I^ok 
atnK-nownnl946.wewent 
l«ck to Delhi. Fr.-ink still had 
another year in the army 
A cheeky young sergeant" 
showed us our married quarters-
he kept brushing past me in 
the doorways. Then-and J 
nearly died - someone took 
us into the Officers'Mess 
IJanging over the fireplace was 
the oil painting, me with my 
titties exposi-d, stood stock 
still, waiting for one of them 
to rewgnizc inc. But no one 
dni. Not even Frank!" Mrs. 
Cartwright paused. "But then 
lie's as blind as a bat." 
U l . t . . . 
"•"•"'• Not'•vv»(.-..,nl<." 
't's still up there," she 
adiled. taking the photograph' 
back from me. "I saw lYonlv 
the other day," 
She put it back in the 
envelope, closing her ridiculous 
handbag. She sigcd and looked 
around the pool. "All those 
'brty old men, licking their 
ehops over me." 
/yfl(xi(^^^^ 
.. .tics ©1974 (^noctnfrornT<>^'«;,t,,dbythc 
Tactics 
TclVme^ hte fiction. 
rinaingtheth'"B' 
„ovciofyoursKtn. 
anantiguci-o" 
"Tct^ ?--^ <'f^ '^ -^ -^  
'" ' ' Lacc^nicUcr. 
tv^ o voices i^ 'i-'-
-"""lit;!.-
,hcngUnc«dow;^f,i„c.". 
^ .,',mCSlO0tigWy> 
nocooscq"'" ^^j,d«,tch. 
tl,oscwat«--«'^* 
thitWOtU.--
^, histrionic? P«^^^^^^,,ikc 
, obviously BOO .„„s off 
'^'''t:::^u-«»-':^"'r 
'^ •'^ ^"''"rt yV°''-
too desperately 6^ I'm anxious 
need to keep 
• love'sToty.too. i,y. 
Ic^t^J--"'""""••"'• lounge 
(A poem from Come to Me My Melancholy 
Baby, © 1975 Kate Jennings, published by Outback 
Press, paper $1.95, cloth $5.50.) 
"One kiss too many 
And kisses lose Ihcir meaning" 
Diane Wakoski 
Let mc, this once and without condemnation, 
be churlish and openly maledictory 
(my poetry might be a poetry of revenge 
but hiving the last word is often pyrrhic); 
I wish for you the loneliness 
you have given mc. I mean by loneliness not that 
common state of being alone in a crowd, 
but something else, more awful. 
That is not nice of me. 
I'm supposed to hug my grief and grievances 
to myself and like an extraordinarily 
benevolent peasant woman 
wish ycu a long life, many offspring 
and a multiplicity of happinesses. I should care 
for you and keep the thought of you (you ^ 
as yourself I loved) precious 
no matter where you go wViai you do 
no matter where I go what 1 do. 
Loving you has made me bitter anil not 
courteous or gracious or kind. 
I did not Icaro about tenderness, warmth and 
mystic moments of burning worlds and carnal satisfactions 
(of which I've read in other people's poctry).although in my 
fantasies I know of such things well 
and tried to offer you a tentative self. 
I cannot suffer fools gladly and 
all men are fools (like the feminist 
it\Miss,Macintosh, My Darling I'll die 
with forty trunks filled with bridal dresses). 
I continue a petulant virago 
and wish in my heart of hearts 
that you will be weak, your ambitions thwarted, 
and that you will be smitten with boils 
until wc know you not. And, unlike Job, you will not have 
the integrity or wit to say 
l/ow long viilt you vex my soul, 
and break me in pieces vtith words. 
I bear my words and meanings are too simple, 
my motives too transparent. 
I will be fcttcd imaginatively and emotionally 
if 1 cannot be more involved with mattcts other than 
love has died, friendship has faded. 
But because I loved you gladly 
because we in a manner of speaking blew it baby 
because I no longer like you 
because I despise and curse you 
and because I am lonely 
I want to protest. I mean love's a myth isn't it. 
"Don 
where 
- „,. •• vou lounB*-
..tburtyfo^"^' y° g,b,aw» 
.tledrmchcssucU& ^^ ^^ ^ 
, flames, noon tapid' like sparring 1 
at case to „ j ^^ y^  
.,wcpyo^to"8"° 
„»t keep you *°"8' 
t " - ^ " " ^ ' 'delay .^„ 
.fiup world, tog 
• '^-^-"'^iTat^^^iroftctutn. 
This cartoon is from Mar 
siipial Wrestling. ©1975. 
Jenny Brown and Neil Curtis, 
published by Outback Press, 
papcr$1.9S, cloth $5.50. 
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UCEOT 
th is is no t 
a PEUGEOT 
bicycle 
This is not a PEUGEOT bicycle 
but it may well have been. 
It is a Rover 
Safety bicycle and It dates from 
1885, the year that PEUGEOT • 
started up production of bicycles ' 
from a small factory in France. 
Since 1885 they have been produc-
ing the highest quality bikes for 
the world market. 
Only recently have PEUGEOT 
started marketing bicycles in Aus-
tralia but already they are grabb' 
ing a lion's share of the market 
PEUGEOT is the second best 
known bicycle name already. 
They are available here for you 
at the Union, 
Models include the 
5 speed fold up bike adjustable 
to suit most heights; the diamond 
shape lightweight tourer; and the 
unique cross frame bike, the Uni-
sex lightweight tourer. Come 
down to the Agency and see them 
today. 
LIMITED 
STOCKS A T OLD PRICES 
.W\ Sii i'nsle speed $145 
5 speed $155 
5 qiecd $155 
speed $170 
> 5 speed $155 
i 10 speed $170 
PN8L40 & PNSL22 FOLD-UP TOURERS. 
UEB 
GENTS LIGHTWEIGHT SPORTS TOURER 
UE18 
UNISEX LADIES AND GENTS 
LIGHTWEIGHT TOURER 
Extens ive range of Bike ACCESSORIES 
noIV ava i lab le 
PEUGEOT TEE SHIRTS 
Peugeot (ee shirts are now avaUable 
in most sizes and with three different 
motifs, one with the Peugeot Lion, 
one with a winning cyclist and with a 
horse and bicycle poster design. 
PANIER BAGS 
Leather panier bags available in 
black, white and brown and are prin-
ted with (he Cycles Peugeot motif. 
Although the panier bags are design-
ed particularly for thf fold up bicyc-
les they are quite suitable for the full 
range of Peugeot' cycles. 
CY.CLE WORKSHOP STAND 
A fine Peugeo! workshop stand to 
hold your bike firm and upright 
abo vc tbe ground while you do: main-
tenance and repairs on youi: bicycle. 
- It is fitted with a ioo! tray quick re- . 
tease main bar holding clamp and is 
adjustable for all heists and Job posi-
tions. It is nylon coated to protect en-
amelled parts and easily cleaned; 
BICYCLE LOCKS AND CHAINS 
Available in key or combination 
locks, fitted with three foot chains or 
heavy duty steel shanks to fit through 
wheels and forks. Covered in plastic 
to protect enamel. 
SHOULDER BAGS 
These high fashion shoulder bags 
are heavy duty bleached denim with 
latex prmts. They are ideal for the 
cyclist to transport books, foolscap 
pads and odds and ends. TheV are 14" 
* | 2 " with a large flap and wUI carry 
the "kitchen sink". 
BICYCLE RADIO'S 
These bicycle radios from Germany 
(ransmit perfect sound and are fitted 
*''•?« 5"°»n«'"8 bracket for attaching 
o the handlebar The radio is easily 
removed when the bicycle is left un-
attended and can be carried by (he 
S . ' * * " " M * ' - '* 's "bailable m three 
.l?i°""',8p'<''.P"rple and orange and 
IS complete with » nine volt battery. 
PEUGEOT SPARE PARTS 
AVAILABLE 
MONDAY-
;H'^ ';,';'.:.'''-'V:;-'. FRIDAY :^fAM>-5;«4 
TELEPHONE 711611 
.•..* • ; , ; ; ; - - 5 ; ^ ^ 
The Union Calculator Shop and the Union Ag«ncy wm 
• JIlow a tp«cUI dlKount of 4H off ma prica of any • 
Soodi totalling mora than $100 ai« single pureh»\» 
made with your taxation refund cheque at full o r i , , * 
.P»yin»f>t before 30th September I975 ""'^ 
:.: ;:--t._i. , ..•:.xr.. 
MEDIA:fascinate & 
titillate audience 
• temper floreal 9 
The treatment of drug-taking by the Aus-
tralian press has been so irresponsible that 
academics should refuse to supply research 
fmdings on drugs to the media, argues 
Keith Windschuttle. 
Few people would argue with the claim 
that the mass media present a distorted 
view of reality. The media focus on the un-
usual, the surprising, the abnormal. Behav-
iour that deviates from the norm is the 
very stuff of news copy. 
Readers, viewers and listeners are not 
interested, journalists believe, in the ordi-
nary events that make up their own day 
- getting to work, doing their jobs, going 
home, relaxing a bit. They want to know 
about events that are different from the 
great majority of things that occur as ex-
pected. 
Thus, deviant behaviour makes up the 
majority of news items that are printed 
and broadcast. The amount of news cov-
erage devoted to them is way out of pro-
portion to their actual occurrence in the 
community. Acts of crime, as a proportion 
of all community activity, make up a tiny 
minority but they are the most commonly 
reported type of deviant behaviour in the 
media, (see Anne Edwards research find-
ings in A. Edwards and P. Wilson, Social 
Deviancp in Australia, Melbourne 1975 
pp 58 -74) 
What is the social effect of this concen-
tration of media attention on deviance? 
Does it influence the way most people 
think and act? 
The media disapprove of most of the 
deviant behaviour that is reported. In her 
recent research, Anne Edwards found that 
,onIy five percent of such reporting took a 
favourable view of the events covered (for 
example, acts of heroisml. Wh.it the media 
do when they devote so much effort to pub 
licising disapproved behaviour is engage in 
a process that - daily - defines the limits 
of acceptable social behaviour. 
Acts of deviance are those which breach 
the rules upon which our middle class dom-
inated society is based. Those who obser-
ve the rules, work hard and consume duti-
fully (however reluctantly they acquiesce 
in the process) react with strong moral in-
dignation towards those who take short 
cuts and Son't work, take what they want, 
enjoy their pleasures now, and thus defy 
the authority of those who live by differ-
ent rules. 
The media is thus continually Involved 
in resolving a contradiction. On the one 
hand, it is deviant behaviour that is high-
ly newsworthy and whic||^ consistently 
reported. On the other Vfmi, this deviant 
behaviour violates the id^ibf what is nor-
nud. This constant attention always threa-
tens to redefine in the public mind the 
concept of normality itself. This contra-
diction is resolved by the media's condem-
nation of the behaviour concerned. This 
condemnation has to occur with the same 
frequency as the deviant behaviour is re-
ported. Moralising is thus cenjtr^ to the 
media's function. '^ 
Jock Young has argued persuasively 
that this is the process by which the med-
ia exercises a powerful form of social 
control. 
The mass media have discovered that 
people read avidly nesvs which titilla-
tes their sensibilities'and confirms 
. their prejudices. The etlios of "giving 
the public what it wants" involves a 
constant play on the normative wor-
ries of large segments ofthe popula-
tion 
The widespread appeal ofthe mass 
media rests, therefore, on its ability 
to jfascittate and titillate its audience 
and then reassure by finally condem-
ning. This is propaganda ofa very 
sophisticated sort, playing on wide-
spread discontent and insecurities 
and little resembling the crude manip-
ulative model of the mass media com-
monly held in liberal and left circles. 
(from S. Cohen and J. Young - The 
Manufacturers of News: Deviance, Social 
Problems and the Mass Media, LonBon 
1973 p. 316) 
This view sees the media as an institut-
ion that plays an important role in produ-
cing the ideologies that enmesh all peo-
ple in this society, confining their activi-
ties to those which support the status quo 
and condemning anything that threatens 
or seeihs to threaten.the current social or-
der. 
This paper examines just one aspect of 
one of the groups most commonly singled 
out for abuse - young people who use drugs 
- but the thesis developed below can be 
applied with appropriate variations to all 
"deviants" e.g. criminals, political radicals, 
homosexuals, feminists, etc.. 
Our culture is a drug dependent one. 
Drugs are consumed by almost every mem-
ber of the community at very frequent 
intervals. The social drinker relaxing after 
work, the barbiturate addict who needs 
drugs to sleep, the anxious or depressed 
person who needs drugs to lift him up or 
calm him down, are all treated lightly by 
the media. Drugs mainly attract the at-
tention of the media when they are tak-
en for hedonistic reasons and, particularly, 
when they are consumed by the young. _ 
AROUSE MORAL »VDlGNATION 
Jock Young has argued that the model 
of the way the media exercise social con-
trol - fascination and tltillation, the aro-
usal of moral indignation, then condemna-
tion - is perfectly exemplified by the 
media's treatment of drugs. 
Illicit pleasure, the tinder of moral 
liuiigimtion, is accentuated in order 
to maximise its news value. The for-
bidden is thus potentially all the more 
tempting. To circumvent this the myth 
contains the notion of in-built justice 
mechanism. A typical pleasure leads 
to atypical pain. Thus premature sex-
ual intercourse leads to VD, LSD to 
madness and marihuana to pitiful de-
generacy. Whatever the outcome the 
message is the same: dcviancy is unpl-
easurable. No one would voluntarily 
choose to be a drug user ofthis sort, 
because of the sticky fate that awaits 
him. Only the sick person, impelled 
by forces beyond his control, would 
find himself involved in such an acti-
vity. 
A reading of the Sydney press's treat-
ment of the drug consumption of young 
people lends support to Young's case. 
In July this year, the NSW Bureau of 
Crime Statistics and Research published 
statistics relating to drug offences which 
showed a 60% rise in convictions and 
that 95 percent were under 30 and 37% 
were between 16 and 19 years old. Results 
of a survey published with these statistics 
showed that in a random sample of fourth 
and sixth year higli school students, 9.8% 
of the fourth formers used marihuana and 
14.0 per cent of sixth formers did the 
same. 
The report called forth a sustained bar-
rage of articles in all the Sydney press. 
This response can be divided into four dif-
ferent types corresponding roughly to 
four separate phases of reporting. 
1. The exaggeration of the report and 
the blaming of parents for the figures; 
2. The tltillation of readers with det-
aUs of the experience of drug taking plus 
a few special horror stories; 
3. The emphasis on the "pusher" as 
the source of the problem; 
4. The call for the only solution the 
press can see - more police action. 
The first phase began on July 1 when 
the press had just received the figures. The 
Bureau's report emphasised on its first 
page that the increase of drug convictions 
coincided with a "vigorous education pro-
gram" launched to train police officers 
in the detection and handling of drug of-
fenders, and that the increase in convic-
tions could perhaps be explained by this 
fact. This did not, however, deter the 
press from having a field day with banner 
headlines announcing great increases in 
drug consumption. Parents were told 
that they should be "alarmed" and "dis-
turbed" and that it was all their fault. 
Parental apathy. Every parent in 
NSW pmst be alarmed by the figures 
published today which show a sharp 
increase in drug abuse by young peo-
ple ... The figures highlight a serious 
'problem for which parents must take 
the blame. It is their indifference 
which allowed it to happen. 
(DaUy Telegraph 1/7/75) 
The Sun decided the issue was such a 
good one that it assigned a reporter to pro-
duce<a. lengthy series of articles. Ten days 
later, when the series was ready to go, 
some of the heat had gone out of the origi-
nal figures so the Sun painted its own lar-
ger than life picture of the drug scene. 
The following appeared on its front page 
of July 11: 
Sydney has 10,000 heroin addicts. 
Girls of 11 have been hooked on nar-
cotics in Sydney. Boys of 14 sell 
themselves to pay for their habits. 
Organised crime is tightening itsgrip. 
Internathnal smuggling rings opera-
te sliuttle services of drugs into this • 
country. Sydney's network of push-
ers can provide anything from a joint 
to enough LSD to send a suburb mad. 
The series of articles In the Sun match-
ed this preview in every way - statistics 
were exaggerated and sometimes transpar-
ently fabricated (lUce the 10,000 heroin 
addicts figure), the tone was apocalyptic. 
All the articles were based on the princi-
ple of fascinate and repulse. Readers were 
titUlated by horror stories. They were 
given a vicarious experience of the drug 
scene through descriptions of drug taking 
often couched in the .language of the 
drug culture. 
The other Sydney afternoon newspap-
er The Daily Mirror was not to be outdone 
by its rival so it ran a few drug stories too. 
The linking of drug taking to young child-
ren has always proven good copy but any 
connection between the depravity of drugs 
and the innocence of babies is guaranteed 
to.be seized upon. 
One of the problems of marihuana smo-
king for the media is its widespread public 
acceptance, a fact that the editorial of the 
DaUy Telegraph above recognises. Confron-
ted with evidence for this, the media has 
had to change Us approach a little. It 
StUl sees the person who smokes marihuana 
as having some personaUty deficiency. 
"Invariably, there seenis to be an inadequ-
ate personaUty which sets them off." (Sun 
July 17, 1975). But these days the empha-
sis is being placed on "the pusher" who 
appears in the press as a stereotype arch 
vUlain, corrupting the innocent and un-
woridly. 
The view that drug abuse is caused by 
evil pushers playing on the weak charac-
ters and the "immature mind" is a conven-
ient one for it aUows of a simple solution 
- more police action. 
GLAMORISE DRUG SQUADS 
As well as demanding more poUce act-v 
ion, the media flatter and glamorise the 
pohce involved in drug squads, making 
their work seem a desiiable and noble cal-
ling spurring on mdividual police to grea- • 
ter zeal. 
This poUce character is in the know 
and talks the jargon. "Acid is no longer 
as popular as it was, thank God. I'd say 
the number of acid heads we've busted 
in the past 18 months has dropped 75%." 
But he can adopt a reassuring, authorita-
tive tone when it is needed. "The pubhc 
must be aware that drug abuse can never 
be eliminated ... But good law enforce-
ment and support from the communUy 
wili contain and minimise it." 
(The Sun 17/7/75) 
, Fact and fiction are interchangeable. 
Not may reports, however, go quUc so 
far as the foUowing Jungle Jim fantasy 
from a country reporter obviously trying 
hard to get his copy into the big city pap-
ers. 
Police hacked their way through wild 
jungle in North Queensland to rid a 
secret cannabis farm thought to supply 
most ofthe illicit Sydney drug traffic. 
Police disclosed yesterday how they 
spent five days n^tiating flooded 
roads in t^vo'four-wheel drive vehicles 
wading waist high through swollen 
streams, slashing pathways and taking 
to the sea in a disguised police launch 
They crossed flooded rivers infested 
by crocodiles. On the last leg of the 
trip they faced mountainous surf on 
' the heavily-disguised Cairns-based pol-
ice hunch Rita. . „ , , „ . 
DaUy Minor 10/3/74 
The moraUsing, sermonising and pure 
invention in which the media indulges is 
more than just a lot of hot ak. It compou-
nds the real problem areas of the drug 
question. By fannuig what Stanley Cohen 
has called a "moral panic" the medw con-
tributes enormously to pubUc hostihty to 
the drug taker, it provides scapegoats to 
whom public attention is directed and pre-
cludes any rational approach being taken 
or any structural change being made to 
confront the real issues in drug abuse. 
In Australia, drug use and punishment 
is a class issue. As Jerzy Krupinski and his 
co-researchers have shown, middle class 
youth are much greater consumers of the 
relatively harmless maUiuana than are 
working class youth. However, working 
class youth arc much more likely to be-
come addicted to the harmful drug hero-
in, though in very much smaUer propor-
tions. (Krupuiski et at in A. Edwarids & 
P. Wilson, Social Deviance in Australia, 
Melbourne 1975, pp 163,169) 
" But the rate of convictions for drug 
offences bears no relationship to the rate 
of usage. Working class youth suffer al-
most aU the convictions not only for her-
oin but for marihuana as well. 
HYPOCRISY 
For hypocrisy, the media attitude to 
drugs, particulariy marihuana, would be 
hard to beat. 
In the last few years I have been to doz-
ens of parties where Sydney journalists 
have been smoking marihuana. None of 
these "addicts" seemed over-concerned 
about the prospect of their likely "gradu-
ation" to heroin. Most, of course, know 
that they have far more to worry about 
from cirrhosis of the liver than from the 
effects of the occasional drag on the 
weed. 
The media define a social problem, dis-
tort and in some cases manufacture evid-
ence to prove their case, whip up public 
hysteria, pressure the government to take 
the only course it knows - more police and 
judicial action. . . 
Working class youth are more visible 
drug consumers ana it is easier to get con-
victions against them. The poUce find it 
more convenient to pick on working class 
youth who have fewer private sources of 
leisure activity. Catching youths having a 
smoke behind a public dance haU in the 
western suburbs takes-a lot less effort and 
causes much less social reaction than raid-
ing a private party on the north shore. 
Working class parents, being poorer and 
less socially adept, have fewer resources to 
draw upon U their children are arrested. 
In contrast, the policeman who arrests 
a GPS schoolboy knows very weU that 
Daddy wUl provide lawyers, character wit- • 
nesses and the rest and has a good chance 
of getting liis son off. So why should the 
policeman bother making work for him-
self, risk spoUing his conviction record and 
thus make his promotion prospects less 
bright? The police leave the rich alone and 
concentrate their efforts on the weaker 
members of society. 
For this gutlessness, the police are re-
warded by the media with flattering write-
ups, depicting them as dear-eyed defend-
ers of righteousness and fighters of evil. 
This is crusading journalism, alright, but in 
whose interest. From the perspective of 
working class youth, the police menace is 
a far worse blight than the drug menace. 
The irony is that if it comes it will 
strike hardest amongst the lower class 
youth on the edge ofthe drug culture. 
The middle class marihuana smoker will 
have a degree of immunity to the solu-
tion heroin offers. 
If the mass media were genuinely 
concemed about lowering or con-
taining the rate of heroin usage, the 
best way it could contribute would 
be by not reporting the heroin ques-
tion at all. 
The media, however, have theh: first 
duty in this capitalist society not to assist 
Ul the drug problem but to sell newspapers 
to get ratings. So they make a saleable 
commodity out of other's misfortunes. 
(lifted ftom the New Joumilist [edUedl) 
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JIM BEATSON, ONE OF THE 
PEOPLE BEHIND GETTING 
4ZZ-FM ON THE AIR, TALKS TO 
JULIANNE SCHULTZ FROM 
SEMPER 
Well, Jim, 4ZZ is goii^ on the air on 
aur on Moiiday 1/ecember 1. 
We hope. 
What sort of problems have ;^ ou been having? 
Oh nothing much, I suppose'that any broad-
casting station is inevitably a last minute scra-
mble, and OUIS is certainly a last minute scra-
mble. 
What apart from having such ^ort notice be-
fore you go to air, you only got the licence 
twelve weeks before you intended to go to air ' 
didn't yod? 
There are no wonies about losmg the license , 
I think. AU of our problems relate to buUding 
the studios, getting the transmitter built and 
that sort of thing. 
You were building the studios in the up-
stairs of the Union Building, but I hear 
you are shifting. 
Yes, we had to change our soundproofing, 
and the extra weight led to excessive struc-
tural problems for the top floor. To make 
things easier, we have decided to move to 
the Union Basement - that is the old Co-
,op area. We are building the studios at 
present. 
Are students doing this? 
Largely. 
When did plans for 4ZZ actually start? 
"The historic origins for a student orientated 
station go back to people complainmg all 
throu^ the late 60s that whenever students 
were involved in a demonstration or something 
like that, they would be misrepresented by the 
press, or that the press would trivialise their 
uivolvement. This reached a climax at the time 
of the Sprmgbok tour when a state of Emerg-
ency was declared and the University went on 
strike and once again students were very con-
cerned that they were misrepresented in the 
press. We did a computer run on where y/e 
could fit a frequency in the existing A.M. band 
so that we could set up a pirate broadcasting 
station. Quickly it became apparent that the 
jP.M.G.'s facilities to jam us were sufficient so 
that it wasn't on. Labor came to office the 
jyear after, and 1 went to Canberra a few mon-|ths afterwards and spoke to the then-Minis-
iter for the Media, Douglas McLelland's press 
(secretary Peter Martin who told us that we 
'could get aUcencc similar to the one given to 
1 Adelaide Uni's SUV, but we weren't allowed 
to play music. We rejected that offer, and I 
think now it was probably a foolish thing. Be-
cause once SUV had got their licence they 
Ithen fought the issue as to whether or not they 
could play music and won. That would have 
'meant that we would have had a radio station 
is years ago. And it would have saved the whole 
[ghastly rigermorole of trymg to influence one 
;of Labor's most incompetent ministers to de-
mocratise radio by handing out licences to 
ipublic broadcasting stations. We, like most 
•other groups involved in public broadcasting 
: tried to play the game largely by the rules 
-until it looked like an election might be held, 
•then we'd take fright, run to Canberra and 
demand a licence immediately, by that time 
the crisis would be off and we'd be back to 
.going through the right channels again. I think 
that we were about to get the licence under 
McLelland when he got the bullet, and Moss 
Cass just ensured that we got a licence. 
iWhen did the Govemment start to reconsider 
I'the possibility of having FM stations in Aus-
tralia? 
Well, Australia actually did have FM in the 
SOs, unfortunately it was monophonic FM 
. and there was no great interest in HiFi at the 
" time. There wasn't, the - I'm reluctant to say 
that there have, been a change in the social val-
, ues of Austtaii'ans but I suppose it has happen-
ed, people are more interested m serious mus-
i c of all types, whether it is rock or jazz or 
classical. "Those FM stations did very very 
nooriv. and in 1960 the Country Partv was 
screaming that they needed television for their 
country electorates and that a c[uick solution 
had to be found, and at the same time Reg 
Ansett and others were screaming for an extra. 
television station in each capital city and the 
Broadcasting Control Board, playmg it's usual 
role as creature of commercial pressure, recom-
mended through the Huxley committee that 
the FM stations be closed and that television 
transmission begin in the international FM 
band. This meant that 10 years later when the 
pressure was on again for FM broadcasting, 
with the upsurge of interest in HiFi and music 
etc that the band was cluttered up with Chan-
nel Os and country television stations, notably 
Channel 5 in Newcastle. And they may all .• 
have now to be closed down. It's frustrating 
us in fact - our own station is being frustra-
ted by the Channel 5 translator station at Too-
womba, which means that we cant go onto 
the frequency we want, which would put us 
mid-way between BC and IP because th6 
Channel 5 translator station has to be closed 
down flrst and its going to take a year to close 
it down. 
What will FM mean to the listener? 
WeU, technically it wiU mean a far suoerior 
signal, basicaUy the only Umit is the Umits of 
your receiver to pick up a high quality sig-
nal. ^ 
Where is 4ZZ goii« to be found on the dial? 
Around about BK a Uttle nearer to BC. It var-
ies with the type of receiver you have. That 
•larry dig^*fiii*dj* 
"Good mommg aU you folks out there. Larry had some advice for new stat-
Now here's a Uttle song...." This wasn't kins like 4ZZ. "The most important thing 
^e voice of your average barnstorming is don't get opted by the system. You've 
commercial Disc Jockey. The words flow- gofa new toy and you have to play arc-
ed Uke honey in a soft American accent. ^^ ^ j h it - don't staMke your ideas 
The voice belonged to Larry J. Diggs, ^^ f^^^^ _ j^t jhen, be fa, flux for a wh-
is the equivalent on the FM band of BK 
on the AM band. 
What do you hope to achieve with 4ZZ? 
Well, I mentioned earlier that one of 
the motivations for the formation of 
the station was that a concem for the 
various cultural political and social in-
volvements of the students wasn't re- ^ 
fleeted in the press. Also there has 
been a very deep concem over a num-
ber of years that the type of music pla-
yed by the stations in the 4IP 4BC type 
is tied to commercial needs of short 45 
singles to allow plenty of ads. As weU 
they dictate to the listeners, rather than 
responding to their needs. 
So what type of music will you be 
playii^? 
well, largely we will be playing the 
kind of music which is in fact sold in 
the laigest numbers in record shops 
That is albums, and predominately rock 
albums. The top selling record for a 
number of years now has been Pink 
Flloyd's Dark Side of the Moon, occas-
ionally tracks off it get played and occa-
sionaUy the fuU album gets played but 
in comparison with the amount of air 
play that the Bay Qty Rollers etc re-
ceive it is just ludicrous - and it is bas-
ically what the station is about, music-
ally. 
So you will be playing all sorts of mus-
ic which isn't normally played on the 
local radio stations? 
That's right. Vety much lUce 2JJ.-
Do you thmk that there is going to be 
a reaction from the local radio stations? 
No matter how bad we are, we must in-
evitably take a slice of the ratings away 
from them, even if it is only 'A% and 
in commercial terms every percentage 
point counts. And therefore the teeny 
bopper stations will hate us and the mid-
dle of the road stations wUl like us beca-
use relatively their ratings will improve, 
because we will to some degree bring 
down the ratings of the teenybopper sta-
tions. 
And do you think that this will lead to 
a change in the fomiat of the teenybop-
per stations? 
Yes, and I think it has already happen-
ed, and I don't think it is only a prod-
uct of ourselves. I think that it is larg-
ely bemg caused by 2JJ. As you know 
tiijs month is Rocktober for the hoo-
per digamue stations and they're play-
mg more albums with fewer commer-
cial breaks than they-have ever played 
before. 2SM are waging a very bitter 
war with 2JJ, and as a part of that sta-
tion network, 4IP will obviously not be 
a close friend of ours, 
flow is the station goii^ to be run? 
At the moment there are four fuU-time 
staff members. Within a few weeks there 
will be ten. It is planned at the outset 
due to Umited funds only to employ 
ten people. Three wUl be announcers, 
two wUI be journalists and there wUl be 
producers, technicians, coordinators and 
programming people in addition to this. 
BasicaUy the bulk of the on-air work 
wiU be done by the fuU-time staff how-
ever, there will be specialist music pro-
pammes and specialist interest program-
mes which wiU be produced by unpaid 
volunteers who will have to reach a cer-
tain standard of proficiency. 
WiU they be trained by the people on 
the station? 
Yep. 
Is the station beii^ run by one person 
or is it bemg run democratically? 
The supreme policy making body with-
in the station is the weekly staff meet-
ing and there are two co-ordinators im-
mediately under that. One immediately 
in charge of programming and the oth-
er in charge of the bureaucracy of the 
station. I'm the bureaucracy one. In 
Sydney with 2JJ it's a very similar set 
up, but it's the other way around. When 
it comes to the crunch, its the two co-
ordinators who make the decision. 
Do you think, that there are going to be 
conilicts with the staff? 
Yes. I thmk that there wUl be colossal . 
problems and that's part of radio. Dou-
ble-jay has a slightly more authoritarian 
version of what we want to set up and 
the fights are incredible. Knives are 
drawn.. If you are at 4IP and the man-
agement don't like announcer X weU 
you go up to announcer X and say 
'there's a Uttle note in your paypacket, 
you will finish in a fortnight's time. If 
we don't Uke someone there is going 
to be a very very bloody and nasty busi-
ness because it's aU going to have to be 
discussed at a staff meeting, and i think 
that is just a fact of life and I think that 
it is good. 
I believe that a certain amount of time 
Is going to be given to access groups, 
what is the format of this going to be? 
Well, a programming committee is be-
ing formed to look into it. Obviously 
there is no definite form. I think that 
most groups interested in using the sta-
tion think that the most effective way 
of getting their message across is that it 
should come across as information in 
the general run of the musical program-
me. Obviously there wiU be specific do-
cumentaries from time to time, but ge-
neraUy speaking people don't want, I 
think, to sit down, stop what they are 
doing and Usten to an hour of a docu-
mentary. Radio tends to be a backgro-
und medium of music, information and 
ideas, and its not something that peo-
ple sit down and consciously listen to. 
So you won't be adoptins proerammes 
BkeA.B.C.'sLateline? *^  * 
That's actually a very good case. 'Late-
line is for some people one of the best 
programmes to be devised on radio, not 
oa{jmn AustraUa, it is one of the best 
ITOgrammes in the worid. The A.B.C. 
spends an awful lot of money and does 
it, and we just haven't got the mpney. 
I think that it is ludicrous to contem-
plate that we could in any way Comp-
ete with a programme Uke *LateUn&*, 
the A.B.C. docs a far better job and we 
should recognise that fact. 
So 4ZZ wiU be concentrating on music? 
Yes, weU all radio stations concentrate 
on music, the A.B.C. because they are 
so rich concentrate less strongly than ot-
hers, but commercial stations concentr-
ate almost exclusively on music; 
giving a demonstration of how he sounds 
on radio K.S.F.X., an F.M. station in San 
Francisco. He taUced about Ms impressi-
ons of broadcasting here and in the Uni-
ted States! 
In the San Francisco Bay area, sixty 
tations cater for ten milUon people. Com< 
petition is tough. 
"I can't explaiii how some of the sta* 
ions make it. The big stations talna big 
^unk of the ratings and the rest is scraps. 
3ig advertisers don't want to be. concem-
id with tbat, although if you have 10,000 
Moj^ e listeiUng to your station and.they 
iU happen to be, say, homosexuals, you 
lave an advantage over a guy who has a 
seneral atidience of 50,000. You can go 
ile. See how your audience reacts to dif-
ferent thii^. More dian anything else, 
given the trend in Australian broadcasting, 
don't copy the Americans." 
"Attstraltens, deqiite thier many simi-
larities, have their own identities. I think 
its an insult to the Australian public to 
copy Anserican radio, as too many station! aUhough j»e wiU try to be better. 
There wUI be no commercials on 4ZZ? 
No, there will be some, acknowledgments of 
contributions and of course, the station wUl 
inform people of reasonable films that are on 
around the place, and will be involved in con-
sumer affairs information. 
How is the station being financed? 
Partly through the student body. 
How much is coming from the student body? 
This year $20,000 and next year we wiU ask 
for $25,000 in mnning costs, plus oinr capital 
costs. 
How much irt capital costs? 
All together about $40,000. $10,000 of this 
year's $20,000 is in capital and $30,000 next 
year wiU be in capital costs. 
So how much will you be askuig the Union 
for? . 
Somewhere close to $50^000. 
Then how much extra will you need? 
We'U need at least another $40,000 on top of 
that which we wUl raise, question mark, 
through appeals to listeners to become subscri-
bers. 
How wUl you go about soUdting subscribers? 
That operates already with two radio stations 
in AustraUa, and very successfully. One char--
ges $25 per annum and the subscriber receives 
a monthly programme, and weTl be douig the 
same thing, wc wUl be issuing a monthly pro-
gramme which we wiU mail out to subscribers. 
In addition to the primary function of their; 
money which is to buy the.radio station.-
How much is the subscription? 
Twenty doUars a year, which is a lot of money 
but mnning a radio station costs a lot. 
And how eke are you going to raise money? 
Rurming fortnightly concerts in suburbs, with 
rock groups. And at the union we wUl be run-
ning a multi-entertainment event on the last 
Sunday of every moiith which wiU consist of 
a number of rock groups, one of whom will 
come from the south, non-stop films from abo t^ 
8 p.m. to about I a.m. They wiU be 16 mm in 
the Relax Block, with things like the Marx Bros, 
a poUtical film and maybe a horror film. 
WiU there be a cova cost for the evening or 
will they be paid separately? 
You wiU pay one sum to come in and as weU as 
that there will be a coffee shop, folk singing, 
poetry reading, street theatre and smaUer mus-
ical groups. 
Will this mean that the Radio station will be 
taking over the role of activities in the Union? 
Not taking over, but we will certainty be wor-
king very closely with them. 
What scope is there for students to become 
involved in the rSdio station? 
WeU, right at this moment they can come up 
and wield a hammer. There wiU be a number 
of committees to audition people and to help 
people to prepare programmes, ultimately 
there will be a selection committee and they 
wiU say yea or nay, whether they can go on 
air. 
Is this for people woridiy on a volunteer basis? 
Yes, that's right. There has been a very bad sit-
uation in the past, one doesn't want to hide the 
fact that campus radio m AustraUa has not been 
of a very high standard. 
Why? 
It's hard .... there are a number of reasons why. 
One - the people are very young and inexper-
ienced and two - ego has in many cases been 
the major motivating factor and has over-rid-
den the stations desire for qudity programmes. 
I mean, what a station needs if it is going to be 
successful, it needs a number of people v^o 
are going to work fuU-time and very very hard. 
And of course campuses usuaUy haven't been 
able to afford that sort of thing, so its basic-
aUy been them, that want to go on and pro-
grammes have suffered. And surprisingly there 
have been a large number of students who have 
wanted to copy the type of announcing style 
of IP and BC. ReaUy the number of appUcants 
for doublejayjobs who have been carbon cop-
ies has been fairly depressing, and the same has 
appUed for doublezed. 
How are you going to go about trying to over-
come this shortconung in campus ra£o, as it's 
obvious that you want to compete on a wider 
market? , 
WeU, that's right we are transmittihg to metro-
poUtan Brisbane, most of our programming wiU 
be done by fuU-time staff. 
Kbve any of the fuU-time staff had professional 
experience on radio? 
. 1 don't think that there is any 
one employed by the station who has actuaUy 
worked fulltime in a radio station. 
Would you s ^ that thte is a disadvantage? 
Yes and no. Two.doublejay's best announcers 
and workers were people who had ho previous 
experience in radio. . 
But they. are. working under experienced 
broadcasters. 
Yes, true, I certainly think it is not a problem 
to be minimized. We'U see. Whilst one wants to 
attack Other campus radio stations we certain-
ly can't guarantee tbat we wiU be any better, 
here do. Its stupid wheii there are gtq^ 
here intellkent enough to dream up what 
the Australian public wants." 
**Bein| a neW station, you're in a posi-
tion to rwce other stations to find an 
Austialian klenti^ in btoadcastbig and 
that should be j^iir goal. Sure you can 
ight to the sponsor who seUs things to the phy records fioih all over tlx worid, but 
lomosexual community, A station has got you should be buildhig up Australian 
^qi)hipotat an audience, so you have to Jroups and exporting them. 
• xJme up with a format." Rod FraU 
How maiqr people do you think you wiU 
readi? . 
WeU the A.B.C,- has done a survey of FM re- . 
ceiver ownership in Brisbane and it works out 
that 30% of people in Brisbane have FM recei-
vers.which means about 60,000 people have 
receivers, aU of them wUl pick it up by March 
of next year when we go onto fuU power on 
Mt Cootha. We have reached an agreement witi 
one of the commercial television mast owners, 
To start with we wiU be transmitting from a 
tower on the top of the SchoneU. 
wmper ftorMt J ^ 
There have aheady been several arti-
cles on 4ZZ-FM in Semper this year, and 
hopefuUy most students are aware that 
in little over a month's time, 4ZZ-FM 
wiHbegoi%toair. 
4ZZ-FM will be going to air on Dec-
ember 1st 1975, and wiU be Brisbane's 
first new radio station in over 30 years. 
It will also be Queensland's first stereo 
FM station. 4ZZ-FM wiU be non-comm-
ercial independent radio broadcasting 
good music (mainly rock), an indepen-
dent news service, humour, mfocmat-
ion and lunited access. 
FREQUENCY IVrODULATION 
RADIO 
4ZZ-FM was granted its licence on 
August 21, and its frequency on October 
7. We win be broadcasting on 105.7 MHz' 
(though it is expected that this wili be-
come the A.B.C. FM frequency in 1 year 
and 4ZZ-FM will use a new frequency). 
For the first three months, 4ZZ-FM will 
be broadcasting on Ik.w. E.R.P. from the 
standby transmitter and aerial situated on 
the Schonell Theatre. This wUl give good 
stereo coverage of around 75% of Brisbane. 
In March, 4ZZ-FM wUl commence broad-
carfmg at 10 k.w. E.R.P. from the main 
transmitter and aerial situated on Mt Coo-
tha. Tliis will ensure good coverage of the 
whole metropolitan area, plus mono cov-
erage of Ipswich and of the North and 
Gold Coasts. 
of warning, however - you must ensure 
that the FM band shown on your tuner 
is in the International FM band (88 -108 
MHz), as there are sets on the market(in . 
the Japanese or European bands) that 
wUi hot receive the AustraUan FM stations. 
PROGRAMMING 
Since 4ZZ-FM wUI be offering high qua-
Uty stereo sound, we will be playing main-
ly LP. music. These are the records which 
make up around 75% of sales yet which re-
ceive little or no airplay on commercial 
radio. We will be playing mainly rock, with. 
SpeciaUst programmes in jazz, soul, folk, 
blues and classical. 
Wc will be encouraging the recording 
of local musicians and songwriters,and 
poetry and radio theatre. . 
Via Brisbane's only independent radio 
journalists, 4ZZ-FM will be providing reg-
ular news bulletins, interviews, reports 
and discussions. A community and enter-
tainment information service wUl be a 
daUy feature, and in-depth documentary 
You will be able to pick up 4ZZ-FM 
on any transistor with an FM band, but 
to receive the fuU quality of the stereo 
signal being broadcast, you will need an 
FM tuner used in conjunction with your 
stereo amplifier and speakers, or an FM 
tuner - amplifier and speakers. A word 
specials will also be prepared when neces-
sary. 
While most of the programmes will be 
produced by a professional staff, 4ZZ-FM 
wUl be employing a full-time access produ-
cer to help community groups and volun-
teer announcers to prepare their own pre-
recorded programmes. This means that 
the staff is as big as the number of peo-
ple who wish to be involved. NaturaUy 
access wUl be limited by the Ubel laws 
and the availabUity of air time. 
AND BEYOIMD.RADIO 
As well as bringing a new dimension to 
Brisbane radio, 4ZZ-FM will be establish-
ing regular dance circuits to provide good 
entertainment around Brisbane. They will 
take the form of mid-monthly suburban 
dances, plus monster multi-entertainment 
specials, usually on the last Sunday of 
lASTMlHs 
each month. The specials wUl be held m 
the Union Complex, and wiU combine 
rock, films, food, folk, poetry, theatre, 
and lots of dancing. The first special is • 
scheduled for Christmas Eve. 
A free open-air concert is also planned 
for the Botanical Gardens on Sunday De-
cember 7, featuring southern and local 
artists. 
WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR 
4ZZ-FM 
The most striking difference about 
4ZZ-FM is that the station won't be fun-
ded by endless commercials. Nor will it 
be like the A.B.C, and funded by the gov-
ernment. So we will be relying on you, 
our listeners, for financial and moral sup-
port. 
We will be making ourselves self-sup-
porting in a number of ways, but the most 
important means of fund-raising will be 
the-4ZZ-FM Subscription. BasicaUy your 
Subscription is to help keep the station on 
air.' 
•. Subscriptions are $20 per annum. Sad-
ly it costs a lot to mn a radio station, but 
in retum you wUl get creative, informative, 
and interesting radio. As weU, we will be 
maiUng you monthly copies of The 4ZZ-
FM News, which will include programme 
notes, articles and general radio informa-
tion. 
Although we wUl be receiving fundmg 
from the Union, and wUl be attempting 
various means of fundraising, this wUl faU 
far short of the necessary funds. We can-
not stress too heavily the need for you tO' 
subscribe if you wish to see the station 
survive. 
IJ.ZZ-FM MEETINGS S 
Ge,NE«ftl- I 5orJDR^ O•O0p.n^. 
Ops+airs in "f^e. UM«"^ B(J\Wtrv3. 4ZZ-FM 
urgently needs the 
volountary assistance of 
carpenters, typists, 
labourers, electricians, 
and any other helpers. 
Contact Union Office. 
I 4ZZ-FIV1 SUBSCRIPTION 
P.O. BOX 509 
) TOOWONG 
t OLD 4066 
• D 1 enclose cheque/postal note for $20 
1 for 4ZZ-FiV1 SUBSCRIPTION. Please 
1 make cheques payalile to l^ edia 
1 Facilities Ply Ud; Receipts will be 
t mailed with firsl copy of 4ZZ-FM 
I News 
j 1 would like to became more jnvol 
1 working in -
1 n programming 
• D announcing 
1 D producing 
n t enclose clieque/rwstal note for $5 
for 4ZZ-FM SCHOOL SUBSCRIPTION 
i/ed in 4ZZ-FIV1 and am interested in 
D technical 
D occasional office work 
APPLICATIONS FOR A.U.S. QUEENSLAND ORGANISER 
Duties 
The Organiser is responsible for organising and co-ordinating most aspects of A.U.S. 
activities in Queensland. The main areas of involvement will be in education, 
student travel and insurance., liaison between campuses and administration of the 
Region. The position involves a considerable amount of travel between campuses and 
unusual hours of work. Previous experience in A.U.S. and other student organisa-
tions would be useful but not essential. 
Conditions 
The Organiser will be expected to start work on 15th February, 1976; he/she would 
also be expected to attend the Annual Council of A.U.S. in January, 1976. The 
Organiser would work from an office in the University of Queensland Union and would 
be paid the minimum adult wage as well as"allowances for travel, telephone, out of 
pocket expenses and secretarial assistance. The term of office would expire on 28th 
February, 1977. 
Applications 
Applications giving details of experience and qualifications should be made in 
writing by 14th November to: A.U.S. Queensland Organiser* c/- University of 
Queensland Union, St. Lucia, 4067. 
1 * Mmper floreat 
The Union now has two porta-paks and 
an editing set-up for recording events and 
makii^ ^ e o programmes. 
These facilities are available to all stud-
ents on completion of a workshop hi the 
use of the gear. Events of political impor-
tance vvUl have priority but all kinds of ac-
tivities can be covered. 
Porta-paks wUl be available on a daily 
basb. Editing time should be set up by 
appointment. Workshops m porta-pak 
use and in editing will be held regularly. 
If you are interested in using the video 
gear come and see ns in the video unit on 
the top floor of the Union building. 
WHAT IS VIDEO? 
Video is a visual/accoustic means of 
recording and playback. A visual image 
is recorded, along with a sound track and 
1 control track, by storing an electronic 
signal on magnetic tape (the same as aud-
io tape). 
This process is basically the same as 
using an audio tape recorder, excepting 
that a camera is used for image track as 
i microphone is used for sound. Recor-
ding on magnetic tape allovre instant re-
play, you don't have to wait for it to 
be developed Uke fUm. 
Video is recorded with a video(tele-
vision) camera which sends an electronic 
signal to a videotape recorder (VTR). 
This stores the visual/accoustic informa-
tion on tape, and the tape is replayed and 
watched through a TV monitor. 
Videotape, unUke film, is reusable 
simply recording over previously recor-
ded material which is erased in the proc-
ess. 
The video system can also be used for 
what's caUed "Uve feed back" which sim-
ply means that a video camera attached 
to a VTR and feeding into a TV set wUl 
give you a realtime ("as it happens") im-
ages of whatever the camera is pointed 
at. 
Using video is a process which can gen-
srate and facUitate other processes which 
we all operate within. Where the abiUty to 
transfer and store information for feedback 
/playback is valuable, video is useful. Video 
functions to process information from any 
visual/accoustic aspect of the world (incl-
uding itselO. information is processed 
with video to say things coherently in com-
munications between groups and Individ- ' 
uals. It is poUtical action and community 
interaction. It is self-exploration and live 
feed-back on what you are doing. It might 
be art or it might be entirely functional. 
Video is used in many ways through-
out socic^, television being its most com-
mon and perhaps worst manifestation^ 
Broadcast television is one-way from TV 
station lo you and aUows no (or only a 
minimum of)access, no two way commu-
nication, providing no way of influencing 
what you arc broadcast. "Freedom of the 
press" means the freedom for the owners 
ofthe media to tell exactly and only what 
they want to teU you about the world we 
are m. There is no access to TV for any-
body to say what they want to say exc-
ept for thosc.who can buy it as commer-
cial breaks. It is very difficult to commu-
nicate anything but consumption in 60 
seconds. 
Environment is essentially information 
and thus the control of information sourc-
es and media within an environment by 
the same groups of people over one way 
broadcast networks makes for a 
The potential of video is its instant feed-' 
back and the facUity it provides in two-" 
way communications. Its portability and 
ease of use and Vi. inch standard being us-
ed means that tape made can be distribu-
ted and played in many situations. Video 
is an information medium and as it beco-
mes more viable and more people gain ac-
cess to video facilities some of the gaps 
left by the broadcast media networks may 
be able to be fiUed. We can use video as 
a communication tool b'etween groups and 
individuals in a multitude of situations us-
ing a multitude of processes. The views of 
a group of people ui the community can 
be btought together and exemplified on 
videotape. (This is an editing function). 
This videotape is then presented to other 
people for information and discussion. 
Such discussions can then be recorded 
and added to other information from 
the viewers and brought back to the origi-
nators of the videotape programme. Thus, 
a two way process information form, freed j 
from the usual noise and rubbish generat-
ed by "the media". (This is a feedback 
function). 
The Video Access centres are setting 
up a video distribution network. Edited 
tapes of political activity, of women's ac-
tivity, social problems and so oh can be ' 
circulated on this network. Thus an hi-
dependent information is being estabUsh-
ed. We wUl be bringing videotapes from 
this network to the union for viewing. 
video 
r 
i ^^mtim 
?'rJti 
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HOW DOES IT WORK? 
The functions of video can be broken 
up in this way: 
1. Recording information with a cam-
era (or cameras) and microphone(s). This 
image and sound is stored on videotape 
with a videotape recorder (iTR). 
2. Playback of whatever has been re-
I corded through a TV monitor (a special-ly adapted television set). 3. Editing of pre-recorded video infor-mation produce a programme (message). 4. Mixing of two or more video sour-ces in producing a videotape. The Union has recording, editjng and playback facUities. The Porta-Pak is a 
complete portable video gathering tool 
consisting of a smaU scale camera, a VTR 
and power supply for use with off the 
waU power or batteries for outside/mob-
Ue uses. It is easy to use, both image and 
sound signals are recorded by triggering 
the camera which will remotely operate 
the recording operations of the VTR. Use 
it to record meetings, to interview peo-
ple, to interview yourself, to record a dan 
I ce workshop or a poetry reading, to gat-
her information about social/political 
I structures and so on. Use it in exploring 
whatever it is that you are doing. 
You can play back and look at what 
you have recorded either using the view-
fmding monitor in the camera; or using 
a monitor connected up to the portapak. 
Make sure you always give the people 
lyou recorded the opportunity to see what 
Ithey look like on the screen. Give them 
Ithe feedback the video medium amply af-
Ifords. This is another style of appUcation 
lof video. In a dance workshop one can re- i 
Icord what the dancers do and then let " 
Itbem see it immediately after the record-
ling. The dancers can then watch what thej 
•did and see themselves for another extcr-|nal perspective. (This is feedback). 
Material you havb gathered can then 
Ibe worked through and edited to make 
I programmes that may be viewed on mon 
I itoTs wherever you set them up: shopping 
centres, in meetings, in classes, in the 
coffee lounges or at home. 
. Editing is the electronic collating of 
segments of video material into some for-
mat that suits thekmd'of communication 
being made with the programme. Two 
bench top size VTR's are Unked and vid-
eo information is transferred clectioiiic-
ally from the 'original' (without in any 
I way affecting it) into the 'edit'. You can 
I select precisely what you want from a 
series of tapes and struig them together 
' as you require (and 14 mch hardware will 
• allow). The segments of tape and the re-
; suits of the editing are viewed in the pto-
I cess on monitors connected to the two 
VTR's. The Union has editing facUities 
1 and workshops in editing and editing time 
wiU be available." 
VIDEO ACCESS CENTRE 
Tlie Brisbane Video Access Centre, 
109 Edward St City, cdn help with equip-
ment, back-up, advice, and production ai-
-sistance, tools, etc. Tliey ran elementary 
and advanced workshops on Wednesday 
nights and Saturday. 
Primarily it functions as a Media Res-
ource centre - audio, print and film scre-
ening facilities as well as video - for com-
munity groups without private or Institu-^ 
tional access to equipment of their own.' 
Video is a direct, powerful and inune-
diate communications tool and also a rel-
atively simple one. Its nature makes it 
ideal in many casesfor information dis-
• 5 ^ semination, for analysis, clarification and 
for provoking discussion. The Video Ac-
cess centre exists to enable small groups 
by-passed, misrepresented or tinder alt-
X ack by the patriarchical capitalist media' 
-Muslry. '. * 
An event like the Women's Film 
Festival is difficult to evaluate; 
because - writing as organisers - we 
personally spent most of it setting 
up, taking tickets, looking after kids, 
and didn t see a lot of the films while 
they were here. Also, we got our own 
particular chaise out of just seeing 
the thing come off. The fact that it 
did mildly surprised us. Mainly 
though, it's hard because it hasn't 
yet been possible to really .discuss 
the films - individually or as Women's 
Film. 
The Rialto is too big for successful 
discussions, as we found out, and the 
festival format - 40 films in 4 days -
makes it virtually impossible to deal 
critically either with each film as it 
comes or with the thine as a whole, 
at least until it's over. So - feedback 
has been sporadic and fairly seneral 
eg. good,good,good, or- too hetero 
-sexual, too bourgeois, too liberal 
feminist. 
Which is a pity, because one of the 
main reasons forgetting the films 
together as a festival was to give us 
all some idea of the kind of films 
women have made and are making 
now - some sort of historical and , 
cross-cultural perspective; to allow 
us to retrieve a little of our history 
as well as prod us into or help us use 
film ourselves, since it is one of the 
most powerful ideological weapons, 
and to provide a basis for watching 
ordinary film, predominantly male 
.film, more critically. 
To remedy tliis discussion and 
analysis problem - watching and 
not talking, which is usually the 
way when we go to see films -
the Women's Film and Video Group 
is about to begin regular,probably 
fortnightly, fairly informal screen-
..ings 01 women's films - one or 2 at 
a time so we can really discuss them: 
what they say, how they say it, how 
they were made.etc. As many prints 
of Festival films as possible wer« 
bought to stay in the country, most 
of them shorter films, plus one 
feature SAMBIZANGA, and there 
are many others available from 
libraries,embassies and distributors. 
Also, too, we'd like to show at 
these screenings films about women 
- Uke Pudovkin's MOTHER or 
Bergman's CRIES AND WHISPERS, 
since film as ideological weapon is 
primarily in the hands of men, and 
bou^eois, ruling class men at that. 
As well.some time will be.given 
at the WFVG-organised Media 
Weekend, coming up Nov.Sth 
and 9th,to discussing Festival 
films. (Details of the workshop/ 
conference will be available 
from the Video Access Centre -
210987/210889 or the Women's 
House 295922 about 2 weeks 
beforehand.) A series of work-
shops in fiim,video, audio/radio 
production will be held soon too. 
Back to the Festival itself though, 
a number of interesting things 
came through as far as response 
to the. films was concemed. Reac 
-tion to virtually all of them was 
strong, whether positive or neg-
ative. Probably the most popular, 
the one everyone liked was 
ANTONIA. As far as we know 
only one particiUarly insensitive 
person Slept through it. For those 
who didn't see the film, ANTONIA 
was made by Judy Ctolhns and 
Jill Godmillow about Antonia 
Brico - conductor, and Judy's 
old piano teacher - an incredibly 
strong, proud,gifted, funny and 
unembittered 74 year old woman; 
a fihn even Time magazine liked. 
and a film carried ultimately by 
its content rather than technical 
brilliance. 
Which is good news not just for 
all of us who aren't technically 
brilliant, but as evidence of the 
power of documentary film to 
convey effectively the nature and 
value and necessity of struggle 
(even if, as here, of a basically 
heroic mdividualist kind.) 
WE'RE AUVE is a similar case. 
Made by a collective of women • 
inside and outside the California 
Women's Institute of Correction, 
the largest women's prison in C l^i 
-fomia, the fdm tecmiically what 
purists would call unwatchable -
most of it talking heads in a 
grainy, out of focus, black and 
white dub from Mt" >ideo to 16ram 
film. Yet its a rivetting film, 
simply because of the content, 
the vehemence and clarity with 
which the women speak of what 
it's like to be inside, how and why 
they got there, and women 
prisoners are necessary and inevit-
able under American capitalism. 
A 
'Sficfci! -frt-a^^ 
a-.>i,i 
One of the big questions raised by the 
festival was the nature of bolitical' film. 
Several ofthe films, like WE'RE ALIVE, 
WOMEN OF THE RHONDA and 
FAKENHAM OCCUPATION as documen-
tary/non-fiction film fall fairiy easily 
into a 'political' film category defined 
essentially by intent, as that which attempr 
to analyse a specific condition, an aspect 
ofthe oppression of women, and relate 
it causalVto existing political structures. 
The question here is whether they succeed 
or fail in getting across. 
To criticise these and other films as 
not showing the means for transcending 
things as they are is not entirely fair. 
The women's movement now is only 
young. Deliberately feminist films have 
only really begun to be made in the 
last 5 or 6 years, despite the fact that 
a film Uke LOVING COUPLES - Mai 
Zetteriing's brilliant film on sex and 
class relations in pre-World War I 
Sweden was made in 1964. The 
politics of a film have to be judged 
too in terms of their impact, in a 
sense, in terms of there being 
various forms of effectiveness. Like 
one woman said, seeing 'films about 
us dykes' makes you feel great if 
you are one as well as forcing you 
to think seriously about your sexual 
orientation if you aren't. And feeling 
good or elated every now and then 
is just as important at'tliis stage 
in our development as a movement 
as feeling outraged or prodded 
intellectually. Films like HOME 
MOVIE, WOMANHOUSE,SKED 
REEL and TUB FILM made 
people feel good. They also made 
people laugh, and a couple of mei, 
said to us afterwards they were 
surprised, really surprised, to find 
there was such a thing as feminist 
humour. Well there is. 
As we said, the WFF raises a lot 
of questions and is diffigult to 
evaluate. We'd like to talk about 
the black films shown r and why 
there was only one black there to 
see them. We d like to talk about 
the video played and the possibilities 
of video generaUy. But there isn't 
enough space. Anyone interested 
in seeing women's films and video, 
making them, talking about them, 
contact the Women's Film and 
Video Group, 109 Edward St.City. 
Phone 210987/210889. And come 
along to the Media Weekend. Nov. 
Sth and 9th. 
0>t,AyCo, 
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music 
THE HUMAN IVIENAGERIE 
^Ml Label EMC 759 
THE PSYCHOMODO 
EMI Label EMC 3033 
Cockney Rebel 
Steve Harley created Cockney Rebel as his own vehicle, 
propelling the band to success and notoriety with a mix-
ture of musical audacity and excessively verbose self-pro-
motion. He declared that his band was two years ahead of 
its time, that he was the catalyst for the third generation 
of rock (the second ending with the Beatles), that his mu-
sic was derived from no specific influences (except Dylan, 
his hero). Such statements were patently absurd, yet he 
carried it off with a panache and bravado that gained ex-
tensive press coverage and favourable audience reactions. 
These two albums clearly establish his debt to Bowie, 
Ian Hunter, Bryan Ferry, et al. He has unashamedly pilf-
ered their mannerisms and vocal styles, transfomiing his 
tarified voice into a mincing, sneering, surreal affectation. 
It would be understandable to dismiss this distillery of 
resurrected cliches but with repeated listening, these de-
cidedly eccentric albums reveal work which is gtrikingly 
ingenious at times. The distinctive sound arises from Hur-
ley's phrasing and the deliberate avoidance of guitar in 
preference for Jean-Paul Crocker's violin and Milton Rca-
mes-James' electric piano. When it succeeds, as in Seba-
stian and Death Trap from The Human Menagerie and 
Mr Soft from Psychomodo, it is insanely sedate and eni-
gmatic. 
Despite his proclamations of the band's superiority 
the warped pleasantries of the music obviously were not 
going to fulfil Barley's dreams of changing the face of 
rock. After Psychomodo the band folded and Harley 
gathered together some new Rebels (responsible fot Make 
Me Smile. While the albums have their flaws, there is suf-
ficient evidence of genuine talent to indicate tliat Harley 
is not just a perverse trickster. Even Ihough New Musical 
Express elected him Klutz of the Year, he perhaps ouglit 
to be treated more seriously. 
CLEARLIGHT SYMPHONY 
Cyrille Verdeaux 
Virghi Label V2029 
Although advertised as a symphony for synlliesizer 
sympathizers, this is not an accurate assessment ofits 
content as other instruments arc well to the fore. Rat-
her, the reference is to mood and effect, because it has 
that muUi-laycicd dcptlA of sound that, say, Tangerine 
Dream achieve. It also uses rhythm, harmony and coun-
terpoint in a similar fashion. 
Gong members Tim Blake, Steve Ililiage and Didicr 
Maiherbe assist on side one while Christian Boule, 
Gilbert Artman and Martin Isaacs (who arc unknown to 
me) appear on side two. Verdeaux througliout plays 
piano (which features prominently), organ, mellotron, 
synthesized bass and gong. 
It strikes mc as being an exploration of style rather 
than a self-contained work and because of this, it is dif-
ficult to say whether it succeeds. It certainly however 
has its moments of excellence and sideone in particular 
is worthy of investigation. 
Bill Holdsworth 
books 
EXCLUSION, EXPLOITATION and 
EXTERMINATION. 
— Race Relations In Colonial Queensland. 
Raymond Evans, Kay Saunders, Kathryn Cronin. 
Australia & New Zealand Book Coy., 1975 
$10.50 
Once upon a time an aboriginal public servant, Charles 
Perkins, whilst at the United Nations, claimed Australw 
was a racist country and more specifically that the vast 
majority of Australians are racist. 
All over Australia and specifically in Queensland, the 
media bristled with indignation as Australians condem-
ned tills betrayal and humiliation of the very country 
that had held out the warm hand of whiteness to Charles 
Perkins and liis coloured brethren. 
Even the 'little Battler', Tommy Burns, had a word or 
two to say about agitating blacks like Charlie Perkins -
why of course Queenslanders are not racists said Mr Burns 
. - Queenslanders arc pure, simple-hearted folks who love 
ouf coloured brethren. 
In short, the vast majority of Queendandcrsquite hon-
estly believe that they are not racist - after ali we were 
never like the Ante Bclluni South - wc never had slaves -
we never had anylynchings or Klu Klux Klan or segre-
gation. A few aborigiiies might have been mistreated but 
this was the work of bushrangers and other miscreants. 
But like all fairytales, this one must end as well. 
Exclusion, Exploitation and Extermination, a sobering 
title for any book about human beings - specifically about 
Aborigines, Melancsians (or tlic pcrjorative tcmi of Kana-
kas lo most people) and Chinese in colonial Quecnsland. 
Using the framework of colonial Queensland, hitherto 
poorly represented in historical research, the authors at-
tempt to understand human beings, black, white and bri-
ndle, caught up willingly and unwillingly in the pattern 
of oppression and destruction in nineteenth century 
Queensland. 
In 470 pages, they document a story equal to any old 
plantation in the Ante Bellum South. Documentation cer-
tainly plays a key role. This is not a book of half-truths and 
speculation -cold, hard facts backed by extensive research 
of new material in the Quecnsland archives, documented 
by copious footnotes and the most extensive bibliography 
ofQueensland sources on racism in existence. 
It is a book for both the serious student of race rela-
tions and conflict and the general reader who seeks to 
learn more of the human condition. 
Although the book does not attempt to draw any ana-
logies with Queensland today, the perceptive reader will 
notice the parallels with Queensland sociely in 1975. 
In short, a scholariy contribution by perceptive, hum-
ane people who questioned our ethos of equality and 
found a picture that most oider Queenslanders have no 
doubt cast from their minds and which few young 
Queenslanders could ever find ift their most horrible im-
aginings. 
Julianne Schwenke. 
P.S. (ed's note): Because this volume is such an historical 
landmark, a lengthy review will appear in the Orientation 
edition o/Semper Floreat in 1976. 
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On Friday 24.10.75, at the Abel Smith Lecture The-
atre, at 1.10 p.m., Professor Ted Wheelwright will be 
speaking on "What's Wrong with Economics". He is com-
ing in response to an invitation from the Economics and 
Commerce Students Society delivered to him by Profes-. 
sor Lamberton. 
Ted Wheelwright is one of the academics involved in 
the Political Economy Course being taught at Sydney Uni. 
He is also one of the main figures in the dispute raging in 
Sydney over discrimination being suffered by al! concern-
ed with the Political Economy Course. This year he mis- , 
sed out on an appointment for the Third Chair of Econ-
omics in Sydney despite the fact that he is academically 
qualified, a prodigious author with 6 books and over 40 
publications, and representative ofthe Political Economy 
Course which while attracting good percentages of stud-
ents is as yet not represented by any of the occupants of 
the chairs in Sydney. 
He is a world known figure, an expert on China, ari 
ex-advisor of President Allende in CWle. He has held visi-
thig lectureships in universities in Argentina, Malaysia, 
Chile, Russia and China; his referees include Professor 
Gailbraith and Professor Joan Robinson. Positions hehas 
held arc a Directorship on Board of the Commonwealth 
and Advisor to two Federal Govemment enquiries. 
We asked him to come here to put the case for Poli-
tical Economy first hand to the student body. He rejects 
conventional economic analysis on the grounds that it 
is not relevant to the real world. He prefers to analyse 
economic events in their political and social frameworks 
thus effectively taking a multi-disciplinary approach. 
From discussions amongst fellow students we have 
found a definite lack of motivation and some disillusion-
ment towards, and because of, the economic degree that 
is currently avaUable in Queensland. The most common 
complaint is that students feel that the subject matter 
taught is irrelevant and useless. This is why we have ap-
proached Wheelwright to come here as we feel that the 
course he teaches is relevant and interesting and should 
be available at St Lucia if the student body desire it. 
Thus we strongly recommend that everybody who is ta-. 
terested in Economics come along and hear what Wheel-
wright has to say and form their own opinions about whe-
ther they would like to be taught such a course. We feel 
that all students have something to gain by their attend-
ance. 
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